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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 
This Landscape (Townscape) and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) has been prepared to accompany a large-
scale residential Development (LRD) application to Dublin City Council for the redundant Smurfit printworks 
site (Daneswell Place) at Botanic Road, Glasnevin, Dublin 9. 

1.2 Proposed Development 
The site of 1.036 hectares (within a wider former masterplan site area of 2.02 hectares) is located on Botanic 
Road, Glasnevin, approximately 3km North of the city centre, located on land that comprised the former 
Smurfit factory.  

This is an amendment application to the previously granted permission DCC Reg Ref 3665/15. This permission 
is partially complete with 24 houses completed and occupied, located to the south of the subject site, with a 
further 11 units currently under construction to the east of the subject site.  

1.3 Methodology 
A full Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment (TVIA) has been carried out on the final proposal for 
submission with Stage 3 of the LRD process. The TVIA has been carried out with reference to the Landscape 
Institute Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 2013 (GLVIA) and the EPA Guidelines on the 
Information to be Contained in Environmental Impact Assessment Reports 2022. The assessment 
methodology, including an explanation of the criteria and terms used, is provided in Appendix 1 of this report. 
The appraisal has been carried out by David Bolt BA(Hons) CMLI of Model Works Ltd.  

Although the application is an amendment of an extant planning approval, the townscape/landscape and 
visual impact assessment (LVIA) evaluates the proposed development in the context of the existing site 
conditions, as this is what is found on the ground and represents a 'worst case scenario’. However, the 
assessment undertakes a comparison between the permitted and proposed development to the existing 
permission on the urban environment and views as cumulative effects. 

1.4 Report Structure 
The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment differs importantly from other environmental factors such as 
heritage in that its focus is on the capacity of current physical environment to accommodate change of any 
type of development, and while the cultural context is taken into consideration, the emphasis is placed on 
contemporary amenity value that the landscape character and views present, and what difference in those 
values the changes brought about by the Proposed Scheme would result. The conclusions will assist in arriving 
at a sound judgement of the merits of the Proposed Scheme in terms of the effects on character and visual 
amenity and help guide decision making in regard to the planning application.  

Hence, the report is organised in sections as follows:  

1. Introduction 
2. Receiving Environment  
3. Proposed Development 
4. Assessment of Landscape Effects 
5. Assessment of Visual Effects 
6. Mitigation and Residual Effects 
7. Preliminary Conclusions 

The LVIA Methodology is set out in Appendix 1. Photographs of the existing views are included under 
separate cover, as will be photomontages of the proposed scheme.   
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2.0 The Receiving Environment 

2.1 The Site 
The site is located on Botanic Road, Glasnevin, approximately 3km North of the city centre. It is a brownfield 
land parcel of 1.036 hectares (within a wider former masterplan site area of 2.02 hectares), roughly 
rectangular in shape forming part of the former Printworks site / Smurfit site. The site measures 
approximately 220 metres (East to West) and 85 metres (North to South). 

Planning permission has been granted previously for the site’s redevelopment (see Section 2.2 below). 
Development has commenced on site with 24 houses completed and a further 11 currently under 
construction. The area that is the subject of this application has been cleared of all building, infrastructure 
and vegetation, and has site hoarding in place in preparation for development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The area surrounding the site is predominantly residential in character, with the residential conservation area 
for Botanic Road surrounding the site. The 24 completed houses and 11 currently under construction lie on 
the Southern and eastern boundaries of the site. The architectural conservation area for De Courcy Square is 
located to the West of the site (behind Botanic Road), the Botanic Gardens is located to the North West and 
Phibsborough Village is to the South. Beyond the new completed houses and those that are currently under 
construction (to the South and East of the site) is the residential conservation areas for Iona Road, Iona Park 
and Iona Crescent, alongside other conservation areas including Drumcondra Road further to the East.  

The site fronts onto Botanic Road near an area known as Hart’s Corner, a major arterial junction that forms 
a main busy route into the city. A hotel is located immediately East on Iona Park, and to the South, beyond 
the completed houses, is a rear lane, garages and gardens serving houses in Iona Road. The gable sides of 
nos. 31 and 31A Botanic Road overlook the site from the South. North of the site is the former Players Tobacco 
Factory, listed as a Protected Structure under the City Development Plan (RPS ref. no. 855). The assemblage 
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of structures includes an office building with a neoclassical granite façade, plinth walls,  piers cast iron railings, 
and gates. Also included in the listing is a landmark red brick chimneystack. The factory is now in community/ 
commercial use.  

Redevelopment has taken place along the Southern boundary of the Daneswell Place development site, in 
conjunction with construction of 35 no. houses (permitted under ABP Ref.PL29N246124, DCC Ref.3665/15). 
Houses are also permitted for construction to the East of the application site under this consent. The site 
itself is accessed from Botanic Road via an existing entrance which will be extinguished as a part of this 
application. House numbers 1-24 have been constructed and are complete and are occupied, and the 
remaining houses (25-35) are currently under construction. 

Figure 2:  View of the southern site boundary towards the east from Prospect Way, showing the newly built 3 storey terraced 
housing. 

 

2.2 Planning History and Guidance 

2.2.1 Subject Site Planning Context 

The site is located in the Phibsborough-Mountjoy 2008 and draft 2015 LAP area, in which the site has been 
identified as a key development site. A Local Site Framework Strategy for the Printworks/ Smurfit site, which 
encompasses the development site and the neighbouring site to the North, has also been produced by DCC. 
Accordingly, development of both sites are envisaged to form “a high quality residential enclave within the 
context of the established residential area.” The 2016 Development Plan ascribed zoning to be Z1. The 
Frameworks Strategies proposed that a pedestrian and cycle route pass through the sites to link Botanic Road 
with Iona Crescent. The protected structures, in particular the chimney stack, would form a focal point along 
this route, and it was identified that a quality public space adjacent to the chimney should be provided to 
further enhance it as a neighbourhood landmark. An indicative masterplan is included in the 2008 LAP, 
recommending that the two sites should be planned with “an integrated approach” to enhance permeability 
with an attractive public realm and basement parking to enhance the pedestrian environment. 

2.2.2 Subject Site Planning History: 

There have been several previous planning applications for the subject site, summarised below: 

• 2014: DCC Reg. Ref. 3444/14: Westhill Atlantic Ltd applied for permission for a mixed use development 
of 3-6 storeys including a childcare facility, retail units, and 147 no. residential units. DCC refused 
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permission for this development in November 2014. 

• 2016: DCC Reg. ref. 3665/15 and ABP ref. PL29N.246124: IDV Developments Ltd applied for planning 
permission in September 2015 for 131 no. residential units (43 no. houses and 88 no. apartments), a 
café, and childcare facility. Dublin City Council granted permission in January 2016 subject to 31 no. 
conditions.  

This permission was subject to a first party appeal against the conditions and seven third party appeals 
against the grant of permission. An Bord Pleanála granted permission for the development, subject to 
29 no. conditions, in August 2016. Condition 2(a) amended the layout to remove 12 no. duplex units 
resulting in an overall permitted 119 no. residential units. 

An extension of duration was granted for the permission in May 2021 (DCC Reg. Ref. 3665/15x2) which 
extended the permission until 11th December 2024.  

The parent permission has been amended by the following applications, now constitution elements of the adjacent 
built environment (see 2.2.3 below): 

• DCC Reg. Ref. 4297/17: DCC granted permission in January 2018 for amendments to permitted houses 
1 to 19. 

• DCC Reg. Ref. 2133/18: DCC granted permission in March 2018 for amendments to houses 20 to 35. 

• DCC Reg. Ref. 4306/18: DCC granted permission in January 2019 for amendments to houses 25-35 
which resulted in the omission of one house.  

DCC refused permission, under DCC Reg. Ref. 3609/19 for amendments to the apartments in September 2019. 

 
 

 

• 2019: ABP Ref. 303875-19 Strategic Housing Development 2019: Scanron Limited applied for a 
strategic housing development, consisting of 240 no. apartments and a creche, in July 2020. This 
application consisted of 5 no. apartment blocks, ranging in height from 3 - 7 storeys, located North of 
the houses along the Southern boundary.  

An Bord Pleanála refused permission in October 2020 due to the proximity to architecturally sensitive 
areas and protected structures. 

 

 

 

 

Figure  3: Refused 2019 SHD Contiguous Elevation along Botanic Road. Extract from Design Report submitted with 
2020 SHD (ABP 307463) 
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• 2020: ABP 307463 – Strategic Housing Development: P Scanron Limited applied for a strategic housing 
development, consisting of 240 no. apartments and a creche, in July 2020. 

Figure 4: Previously Refused Planning Application ABP Ref. 303875-19 - South-side Site Elevation 

Figure 5: Previously Refused Planning Application ABP Ref. 303875-19 - Site Masterplan   

Figure 6: Previously Refused Planning Application ABP Ref. 303875-19 Perspective View towards north from Botanic 
Road 
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This application consisted of 5 no. apartment blocks, ranging in height from 3 - 7 storeys, located North 
of the houses along the Southern boundary. 

An Bord Pleanála refused permission in October 2020 due to the proximity to architecturally sensitive 
areas and protected structures. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 9: Previously Refused Planning Application - 
Perspective View South on Botanic Road  
 

Figure 10:  Internal site view towards Players Factory 
Chimney  

Figure 7: Site Layout Plan as submitted with 2020 SHD (ABP 307463)  

Figure 8: Previously Refused 2019 SHD Contiguous Elevation along Botanic Road. Extract from Design Report 
submitted with 2020 SHD (ABP 307463) 
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2.2.3 Adjacent Areas  

With reference to section 2.2.2 above, extant planning permissions within the wider Daneswell site include 
those for Reg. Ref. 4306/18: 10 no. 5 bed three storey semi-detached houses (modification of the permitted 
residential development); Reg. Ref. 2133/18: 16 no. 5-bed, 3 storey terrace units (modification of the 
permitted residential development); and Reg. Ref. 4267/17: 15 no. 5-bed, 3 storey terrace units (modification 
of the permitted residential development parent permission). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.4 Planning and Design Guidance 

Aspects highlighted by the September 2020 ABP-307463 Inspector’s Report in recommending refusal of the 
previous scheme (planning application Strategic Housing Development ABP Ref. 303875-19) have been taken 
into consideration by the currently Proposed Scheme.  

Positive aspects that are supported by the current application include: 

• Location: the subject site’s close proximity to a number of employment locations, services and 
community facilities. The subject site is located within a central and / or accessible location by virtue 
of being situated within 1.5km of significant employment including hospitals (Mater Private Hospital 
(c.1km as the crow flies)) and third level institutions (for example DCU St Patrick’s Campus (1.1km as 
the crow flies) and TU Dublin Grangegorman (c.1.4km as the crow flies). 
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• Access to public transport: the site is served well by, and is within comfortable walking distance of, 
public transport facilities and bus stops, with the Cabra Luas stop a 14 minute walk and Drumcondra 
Rail Station a 15 minute walk. 

Concerns noted regarding the previously refused application that have been rectified include:  

• Building heights: the massing and height of the proposed structures have been reduced since the and 
setbacks introduced to neighbouring boundaries. The Development Plan sets out a maximum height 
of 19m in the centre of the Smurfit site and immediately adjoining the proposed railway station at 
Cross Guns Bridge. The application proposes heights of up to c. 18m in the Proposed Scheme. 

• Natural light: the development proposes 60% of units as dual aspect, with no single aspect units facing 
North. This fully accords with the Apartment Guidelines, which requires a minimum of 33% in more 
central and accessible urban locations. 

2.3 Key Elements and Features of the Local Receiving Environment 
Regarding the proposal’s potential landscape and visual impacts, the key elements and features of the 
receiving environment are as follows:  

Low sensitivity receptor areas contiguous to the site: 

• The unprotected elements of the adjacent former Players Tobacco Factory. 

High sensitivity or potentially sensitive receptor areas contiguous to the site: 

• Railing to the West site boundary influenced by the ‘‘Festival of Britain’’ modernist aesthetic of the 
1950’s  

• The protected elements of the former Players Tobacco Factory site (to the North) 

• Iona Park and Iona Road Residential Conservation Area (to the South and East) 

• Botanic Road (to the West) 

• Prospect Square / De Courcy Square Architectural Conservation Area (separated by Botanic Road, to 
the West) 

High sensitivity or potentially sensitive public realm areas within the wider site area: 

• St Vincent Primary School (to the West) 

• Glasnevin Cemetery (to the Northwest) 

• The National Botanic Gardens (to the North-northwest) 

• Cliftonville and Iona Villas residential area (to the North) 

• Griffith Park (to the North-northeast) 

• The Royal Canal and tow path (to the South) 

• Dalcassian Downs (to the Southwest) 

2.3.1 ‘Festival of Britain’ railings to the West of the site 

Located on the site boundary parallel to Botanic Road, the railings are a rare, good condition example of a 
culturally significant ‘futurist’ design typology, influenced by the optimistic post-war ‘Festival of Britain’ in 
London. The subject railings are of architectural interest as a good quality example of their type and are of 
added significance as the only tangible surviving feature of the printworks that occupied the site for over 
eighty years. These railings add to the variety and interest of Botanic Road. 
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Figure 15: ‘Festival of Britain’ Railings on Botanic Road, in front of the site hoarding. 

2.3.2 Iona Park and Iona Road Residential Conservation Area  

Iona Road (to the South of the subject site) is a slightly-curved street running eastwards from Botanic Road 
to St. Columba’s Church, from where it continues as St. Alphonsus Road eastwards to Drumcondra Road 
Lower. Iona Park (to the East of the subject site) runs Northwards, intersecting Iona Road. These residential 
streets, together with neighbouring streets (including Lindsay Road, Gartan Avenue, Iona Drive and Iona 
Crescent) were laid out in the period 1900-1920 as part of the expansion of Dublin City into the suburb of 
Glasnevin.  

Many of the high-quality houses, primarily of red brick construction, incorporating architectural features such 
as cut granite sills, quoins and other details, bow windows, and gable fronts are of architectural significance. 
They contribute to streetscapes that are of aesthetic interest are set back from the road with mall railed front 
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gardens. The subject site and the landmark Players factory chimney are for the most part, not visible from 
the public roadway of Iona Road and Iona Park. Views of the site (and of the red brick chimney) are limited 
to the passageways between the houses and at the gaps between the houses on the corners (junction of Iona 
Road and Iona Park; junction of Iona Park and Iona Crescent. 

2.3.3 Botanic Road  

The western boundary of the site fronts onto Botanic Road. This road forms part of a busy arterial route to 
the city (the R108), running from the junction of Saint Mobhi Road (to the North) to the intersection with the 
Finglas Road (to the South of the site). The road was the main access route to the Botanical Gardens (founded 
in 1795) and predates the late-nineteenth century suburban development of Glasnevin. The carriageway is 
wider than on the surrounding residential streets, having formed part of a tram route during the first half of 
the twentieth century, and now comprises one vehicular lane and one cycle lane in each direction. The section 
of Botanic Road to the North of the former Players Factory is bounded by two-storey terraced red brick 
houses, which are set back from the footpath with railed front gardens. Botanic Road becomes less residential 
in character as it slopes upwards towards the Players site and the former printworks (subject site). The houses 
opposite these twentieth century industrial sites are more varied in height and materials. The coherence of 
the streetscape is further broken by the intersection with Prospect Way, a new roadway constructed in the 
1980’s. The front range of the former Players Factory, which is set back from the road frontage behind 
railings, is the largest and most architecturally-significant building on this part of Botanic Road.  

 
Figure 17: View South along Botanic Road towards junction with Prospect Way. The former Players factory is on the left. 

2.3.4 Prospect Square / De Courcy Square ACA 

Prospect Square / De Courcy Square Architectural Conservation Area (ACA) is located to the West of Botanic 
Road and is a short distance away from the subject site. The area includes a number of residential streets and 
squares centred on the section of Prospect Avenue to the North of Prospect Way. Prospect Avenue was the 
access road to the main entrance to Prospect Cemetery (now known as Glasnevin Cemetery), which was 
established in 1832 following a campaign led by Daniel O’Connell. This was the primary entrance to the 
cemetery until a new entrance was formed on Finglas Road in 1846 and the oldest graves and funereal 
monuments are located within this part of the cemetery. The ACA includes:  
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• Prospect Square: a rectangular space, 
historically used as a gathering area for the 
cemetery; with two-storey terraced housing 
and the early-nineteenth century entrance to 
the cemetery, a cut limestone arch, at its 
Northwest corner. 

• De Courcey Square: a trapezoidal space, 
bordered on three sides by two-storey 
redbrick houses, with older single-storey red 
brick houses on its South side; surrounding a 
central open area, enclosed by railings on a 
concrete plinth. 

• Prospect Avenue: The early nineteenth 
century approach road to Prospect Cemetery, 
with terraced houses of different styles and 
dates. 

• St. Teresa Road: A narrow street with two-
storey yellow-brick terraced houses (on its 
West side) facing the stone rubble enclosing 
wall to an OPW depot. 

• St. Teresa Place: A narrow street with two-storey yellow-brick terraced houses on each side. 

The character summary for the ACA states ‘This ACA is a residential enclave which is an oasis of calm and 
tranquillity with the organic form of Prospect Square at its heart set against the backdrop of the trees of 
Glasnevin Cemetery and the Botanic Gardens. The older vernacular houses of Prospect Square and Avenue 
are juxtaposed to later development, either formally laid out as in De Courcy Square, or in simple rows as 
later interventions into Prospect Square and Prospect Avenue. Modest yellow brick terraces found on St 
Teresa Road and St Teresa Place add variation. 

2.3.5 The Former Player Tobacco Factory 

The Northern boundary of the site is shared with 
the former cigarette factory. Constructed in 
1923, the site is of similar shape, size and 
orientation to the printworks site. The factory 
frontage on Botanic Road, presumably former 
company management offices, is faced with 
ornate high-quality cut granite and a roof of 
grey-green slate with dormer windows. The 
boundary parallel to the road is demarcated by 
decorative iron railings on a cut granite plinth 
with substantial cut granite piers.  

Behind the office facade (East), industrial 
buildings and a 34m tall red brick chimney, 
central to the site and close to the adjacent print 
works, creates a local landmark. The iron gates, 
railing, stone piers and facades, together with 
the brick chimney, are protected structures (RPS 
ref. 855) of architectural significance and add to 
the character and interest of Botanic Road and 
the surrounding streetscape.  

To the rear (East) of the facade are 1820’s industrial buildings of limited architectural significance, with some 

 

Site 
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later additions. There is a 34 metre tall red brick chimney, located centrally in the Players site, close to its 
(Southern) boundary with the adjoining printworks. This chimney is a local landmark and is visible from key 
vantage points in the surrounding area. The former Player’s factory was acquired by the Smurfit Group in the 
1980’s and operated as part of the printworks facility. The Players Factory does not form part of the site of 
the proposed development. 

2.3.6 Wider Receiving Environment 

Public realm areas from where it is most likely that sensitive (recreational) receptors would be subject 
to effects due to changes within the views, include: 

Griffiths Park: The Tolka River lies 
approximately 0.44km to the North of the site, 
bordered by Griffiths Park, beyond which the 
land rises gently. A popular public open space, 
much of the parkland either side of the river is 
below the site level and enclosed by mature 
trees and vegetation, but there are potential 
vantage points within open fields that rise to 
approximately 20m AOD.  

 

 

 

The National Botanic Gardens: A highly sensitive, designated site, the 19.5ha. National Botanic Gardens are 
located 300m to the North northwest of the site. The large, relatively level, open space contains lawns and 
paths that create internal vistas of some grandeur, but the abundant mature vegetation and trees within the 
gardens create an insularity and screen views from the outside of the garden’s boundary and are therefore 
unlikely to be influenced by development within the subject site.  
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Glasnevin Cemetery:  

The cemetery contains historically 
notable monuments and the graves 
of many of Ireland's most prominent 
national figures including Daniel 
O'Connell, Charles Stewart 
Parnell, Michael Collins, and Éamon 
de Valera. Consecrated and opened 
to the public for the first time on 21 
February 1832 and initially known as 
Prospect Cemetery, the cemetery 
has grown to approximately 124 
acres. The cemetery is located some 
250m to the Northwest of the site 
along Finglas Road, notable for its 
high stone walls and watchtowers. 
The quiet, solemn ambience of the 
cemetery comprises an important 
landscape character area that is 
undoubtedly highly sensitive. 

 

Cliftonville Villa and Iona Villas: A residential area that lies beyond the former Players Factory to the North 
of the site, the properties are of more recent construction than those within the Iona Park and Iona Road 
Residential Conservation Area. As a residential area, however, it is also of high sensitivity, and there is a 
substantial circular open space within the Iona Villas neighbourhood.  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_O%27Connell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_O%27Connell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Stewart_Parnell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Stewart_Parnell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Collins_(Irish_leader)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89amon_de_Valera
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89amon_de_Valera
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An Chanáil Ríoga: The Royal Canal, originally built for freight and passenger transportation from Dublin to 
Longford, lies 300m to the South of the site. A site of important national and international significance, the 
waterway lies below the site level and is screened by intervening landform and structures form view of the 
subject site.  

 

Dalcassian Downs: a small residential area centred on a grassed open area to the Southwest of the site, the 
square is flanked by detached 2 storey houses and 3 storey apartments. While it is a residential area, and 
therefore of high sensitivity, it is of relatively recent construction.  

St Vincent Primary School: a traditional church-run school, there are open playing fields contiguous with its 
western (rear) frontage. As a place of ‘work’ it is has a less sensitive character, as do the playing fields.  

The developments that are immediately contiguous with the site may be considered of low susceptibility to 
change because they are of a similar development type, design and materials. Additionally, these sites are of 
low value in the short term during the construction phase (i.e., low sensitivity in terms of both landscape 
character and visual amenity). 

Illustrated by the preceding figures, a key characteristic of the receiving environment in the vicinity of the 
subject site is that existing land use is comprised of either historic or new residential properties and 
associated commercial, educational or religious facilities (retail units, schools, churches and community 
centres). These not only introduce a residential landscape character that is in keeping with the Proposed 
Scheme, but also potential visual receptors that are mutually cumulative.  
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3.0 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Design Guidance 
The layout and design of the Proposed Development demonstrates regard to National Guidance including, 
amongst others, the Urban Design Manual. Consideration of the design’s context, its connections, inclusivity, 
variety, efficiency, distinctiveness, layout, public realm, adaptability, privacy and amenity, parking and 
detailed design is evident throughout the Proposed Scheme, although specific elements are discussed in 
greater detail below.  

3.2 Development Description 
The proposed development is described in detail in the architectural and landscape design statements 
submitted with the planning application. The following section provides a summary description and 
discussion regarding how the Proposed Development enhances the location and answers to DCC design 
concerns and requirements. The Development Description set out in the statutory notices is as follows: 

“An amendment to permitted development DCC Reg Ref 3665/15 and the subsequent permission to 
provide 5 no. blocks of apartments and duplex apartments ranging in height up to 6 storeys. 35 no. 
permitted houses are currently completed/under construction on site. The proposed development will 
provide a total of 168 no. apartments, including studio, 1, 2 and 3 bed apartments along with a creche, 
café, and residential amenity space. All residential units are provided with associated private balconies/ 
terraces to the north/ south/ east/ west. Car and cycle parking will be provided at surface level and in 
the basement. Vehicular/ pedestrian/ cyclist accesses are from Botanic Road. All associated site 
development works, open spaces, roof gardens, landscaping, boundary treatments, plant areas, waste 
management areas, and services provision (including ESB substations) will be provided.” 

All residential units are provided with associated private balconies/ terraces to the North/ South/ East/ West. 
Car and cycle parking will be provided at surface level and in the basement. Vehicular/ pedestrian/ cyclist 
accesses are from Botanic Road. All associated site development works, open spaces, roof 
gardens, landscaping, boundary treatments, plant areas, waste management areas, and services provision 
(including ESB substations) will be provided.  

Each of these residential blocks is aligned north to south (i.e., with the long facades facing East/West), with 
the exception of the duplex block. The front block (Block A) includes non-residential activities on the ground 
floor and addresses the street frontage of Botanic Road. Block B includes non-residential activities on the 
ground floor. Blocks D & E are separated by south-facing landscaped open space.  

The central open space (between Block C and Block D) will be accessible to all residents and is aligned on the 
axis of the red brick chimney of the former Players factory (a protected structure) to the immediate north.  

The proposed development will include car parking and bicycle spaces and will utilise the internal road 
permitted under ABP Ref.: PL.29N.246124 (DCC Reg. Ref. 3665/15). To inform the landscape and visual effects 
assessment the proposal is briefly described below in terms layout, building typology, architecture and 
materials. 
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3.3 Layout and Architectural Setting 
The proposed development will consist of: 

• Construction of 168 no. apartment units comprising one bed, two bed apartments and three bed 
apartments in 5 no. blocks; 

• Block A (28 no. apartments) is  up to  5 storeys in height; 

• Block B (40 no. apartments) is up to 6 storeys in height over basement; 

• Block C (44 no. apartments) is up to  6 storeys in height over basement; 

• Block D (48 no. apartments) is up to  6 no storeys in height; 

• Block E (8 no. apartments) is 3 storeys in height; 

• Balconies and winter gardens are provided to all blocks, facing North, South, East and West; 

• A total of 2,040m2 of public open space, or approximately 10.1% of the external site area, is also 
provided, in addition to that which is available to the front of the existing terraced properties on the 
Southern part of the site. There is also c. 1,540 m2 of communal open space located within 5 different 
areas.  

• Proposed non-residential units include a management suite, residential amenity space, creche and 
café at ground level in Block A and a gym at ground level in Block B; 

• Provision of car parking and motorcycle spaces, bicycle parking, bin storage, boundary treatments, 
hard and soft landscaping, lighting, plant, ESB substations and switch rooms, photovoltaic panels, 
green roofs, and all other associated site works above and below ground, have been amended in 
accordance with the requirements of the Proposed Development. 

3.3.1 Layout 

The proposed development can be roughly divided into main character areas that are of similar form and 
design to the neighbouring scheme. These areas overlap and interact, but each have identifiable design 
considerations and objectives. Due consideration has been given within the design layout and by the building 
massing, height and footprint location of the protected structures within the Players Factory site, allowing 
views both from external and internal viewpoints.  

With reference to Figure 25, the layout of the proposed development was determined mainly by the 
requirement to reduce the visual impact of the apartment blocks and avoid overlooking while also providing 
for the alignment of the existing and permitted roads surrounding the site, and the requirements of the DCDP 
objectives which ask for the emerging urban structure to be reinforced through strong built frontage to the 
streets, providing a distinct identity to the neighbourhood, responding to the setting and landscape. It also 
considered pedestrian access and permeability.  

It should be noted that the construction work to the three-storey terraced houses on the Southern perimeter 
of the former printworks site has been completed, which were permitted under ABP Ref.: PL.29N.246124, 
DCC Reg. Ref.: 3665/15 (as amended by DCC Reg. Ref. 4267/17, 2133/18 and 4306/18). 
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Figure 25: Concept Masterplan (source: Architectural Design Statement)  
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3.3.2 Public Realm 

The Proposed Scheme’s open spaces are of key importance to the urban structure of the scheme and are an 
intrinsic part of the overall design.  

The introduction of a new plaza south of Block A creates an inclusive ambience and fulfils design quality 
standard requirements. The plaza is incorporated into the main site access from the Botanic Road, separating 
the proposed development from the heritage Players Factory frontage. By doing so, the heritage features are 
respected and views of it are enhanced. The plaza also opens vistas into the site, as well as providing outdoor 
hospitality terrace serving the café in Block A’s ground floor. The plaza thus connects the Proposed 
Development into the urban fabric of Botanic Road, introducing  a new open space into the public realm and 
enhancing its inclusivity. As providing a public amenity, by integrating the vehicular access of the Proposed 
Scheme within this space, the scheme demonstrates design efficiency. The retention of the Festival of Britain 
fencing and retaining wall, as well as the existing street trees, also demonstrates the degree of detail that has 
been applied to design considerations and to integrating the proposals into the existing urban context.  

Blocks C, D and E are set around the new Daneswell Square, a significant public open space that pays respect 
in its form and scale to traditional urban squares that are a particular feature of the area, such as that of De 
Courcey Square to the west and Prospect Square to the north west. The articulation of the space and 
separation of the buildings creates a series of vistas that focus attention on the Players chimney, 
acknowledging the important heritage of the preserved structure as well as that of the existing urban grain, 
enhancing all key components of the view.  

Additionally, the contrast between the mass and height of the 6 storey Blocks C and D apartments  with that 
of the 3 storey Block E duplex is intentional. The latter is an echo of the existing terraces on Daneswell Place 
and their grey-slated pitched roofing and scale also reflects that of the traditional houses of the ACA on Iona 
Road and elsewhere in the neighbourhood. Block E’s horizontal form contrasts and complements the vertical 
form of the chimney, as well as that of the apartment blocks. Avoiding a uniform height of enclosure not only 
permits greater sunlight penetration to the space, but also creates visual interest and diversity, and ensures 
that users will not feel overwhelmed by the height of the surrounding architecture. None-the-less, the passive 
surveillance afforded to users of the space, by being overlooked from all sides, is an integral security feature.  

Daneswell Square will be unique for a new development within inner Dublin, and it demonstrates the great 
attention to quality that is reflected through the design.  

Figure 26: Proposed Entrance Plaza, a welcoming public area   
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Figure 27: Daneswell Square, demonstrating variety and structure of the key open space; note the clear view to the Players Factory 
chimney and contrasting but complementary circular air vent to the left foreground.  

3.3.3 Architectural design 

With refence to the detailed analysis of the link between the design motifs, typology and massing described 
within the Architectural Heritage Impact Assessment (AHIA) accompanying this submission, the Proposed 
Scheme complements the architectural features and form of the existing built context. While delivering a 
high-quality contemporary design, the Proposed Scheme has been informed by and is sympathetic to the 
prevailing architectural character, as described and discussed in the preceding sections.  

3.3.4 Building Massing, Height, and Materials 

The following provides commentary on the building typology, architectural design, materials selection and 
landscape design of the Proposed Scheme.  

Massing: The massing and proportions of the proposed development have been refined through extensive 
iterative, conservation-led design reviews. In the context of the wider area, the proposed building typology 
of the 4 main development blocks is largely unique. However, the massing of the Block E duplex/single 
apartments facing the central open space is similar to the existing terraced houses that front the internal 
street (constructed under the extant planning permission). Together these units form a transitional buffer 
between the 5 proposed apartment blocks and the surrounding residential typology of Iona Place and Iona 
Road. 
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Height: The site sections in Figures 27 and 28 illustrate the typical relationship between the Proposed 
Development and the adjacent existing structures. The architectural design drawings provide comparative 
measurement between the existing and proposed structures (see also the Design Statement). Proposed 
Development buildings are taller than the existing houses on both Daneswell Place and the adjacent ACA 
(Iona Road, Iona Park Road and Botanic Road). However, the sections also indicate that the contiguous 
residential units on Daneswell Place screen views from the surrounding ACA frontages, and their greater 
height also results in a sequential transition in form and height/mass. Additionally, the separation of the 
buildings is sufficient to diminish any residual effect or changes to the views. It is important to note that the 
elevations do not convey the diminishing effect of perspective that would be experienced in an oblique view.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With reference to the photomontages, there are few locations within the public realm from where it is likely 
the buildings can be seen at an oblique angle (as opposed to the perpendicular line of sight that is illustrated 
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in the site sections). The most obvious exception to this is from Botanic Road, from where Block A is 
prominent within views. As explained in Tables 06, however, the potential visual effects caused by the height 
of the Proposed Development is compatible with the adjacent structures due to the set-back top floor, 
graduating the mass and height from the that of the existing dwellings using  comparable proportions of floor 
heights and window apertures. The existing mature street trees have been retained in place and provide  
effective screening/softening effect, integrating the new development into the streetscape. 

 

 
Figure 31: Block A from Botanic Road, illustrating the top floor set-back, graduating the massing from the existing two storey 
dwellings (to the right) and new terraces on Daneswell Place beyond. Note the retention of the existing row of mature lime trees 
and Festival of Britain fencing.  

While the terraced properties on Daneswell Place insulate the apartment buildings from the surrounding 
residential areas, it stands to reason that they themselves have full visibility of the Proposed Development. 
The extent of overlook and privacy have been considered in detail within the layout, as explained within the 
Design Statement. The streetscape of Daneswell Place and the extensive public open space and soft 
landscape (street trees, shrubs, hedges and lawn) all mitigate any potential effects by softening the 
appearance of the new structures and providing context within their setting.  

 
Figure 32: Looking west on Daneswell Place demonstrates the mitigating effect of the hard and soft landscape design on the 
existing terraced properties.  
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Materials: As described in the Architectural Design Statement, the scale, massing and palette of materials 
used within the Proposed Development, particularly in Block A fronting Botanic Road, complement the iconic 
Players Factory frontage without attempting to in any way compete with the heritage status of this protected 
structure aesthetically or to pastiche its ornamentation. The material palette of the Proposed Scheme 
references this and other adjacent properties in a combination of traditional red and buff brick or limestone 
to lintol and soffit details, limestone and basalt over panel details or slate on the pitched roofs of the terraces: 
durable, familiar materials suitable for a high quality, mixed density development. Use of these traditional 
materials is interpreted within the selection of contemporary materials, most notably bronze metal work 
detailing to handrails, glass curtain walling and powder coated metal window frames and panel cladding in 
copper or anthracite grey. These do not overwhelm the brick and limestone.  

While the colour, tone and texture of the materials (i.e., red/buff brick and limestone) are applied 
consistently throughout the site, subtle differences have been adopted to introduce a hierarchy within the 
blocks. For example, the front building (Block A), which faces Botanic Road and includes some non-residential 
uses at street level, uses brick expressed lintel and soffits, bronze handrails, over panel details in basalt stone 
and zinc thin edge to window frames, and glazed curtain walling for retail units at the ground floor level.  

The material of the paving also reflects the materials employed in neighbouring structures, including yellow 
split face and black granite setts as well as white granite flag stones.  

Particular attention has also been paid to complementing, rather than mimicking, the colours and textures 
of the protected structures. This applies particularly in considering the buff and contemporary materials used 
in the facades against which the red brick of the chimney is intended to stand out. The air vent adjacent to 
Block (within the new Daneswell Square) is an example where the form the structure echoes that of the 
Players chimney, while the material is a contrasting bronzed metal (see Figure27). 

The Architectural Design Statement addresses in further detail the proposed materials and finishes with 
particular regard to the requirement to provide high quality durable finishes and to the surrounding area 
including protected structures. 

3.3.5 Landscape Proposals 

With reference to the Landscape Design Statement that accompanies this application submission, the 
proposal includes all associated and ancillary site development and infrastructural works, hard and soft 
landscaping and boundary treatment works. In additional to these public spaces in the locality, a communal 
amenity space with informal play area is located within the neighbourhood as part of a ‘homezone’ area. An 
additional purpose-designed play area with safety surfacing is provided alongside the communal amenity 
space (Daneswell Square).  

Within the local homezone, a vegetated buffer safeguards pedestrians / vulnerable road users, aligned with 
the shared surface or along the neighbourhood carriageway (Daneswell Place). Surface paving patterns 
denote non-motorised user priority, in accordance with objectives of DMURS 2013 section 4.3.4 
Pedestrianised and Shared Surfaces, where a place of refuge is provided for the vulnerable road user.  

Landscape privacy strips are provided to ground floor residential units, which include trees, hedging and 
shrub planting. 

The central open space, is zoned for differing recreational requirements of users, including a junior 
playground, a senior playground, and an informal play lawn area of sufficient size for a tennis, volleyball or 
badminton court. A creche garden is also included within the area.  
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Figure 33: The central open space (Daneswell Square) (source: Landscape Design Statement) 

To the Botanic Road frontage, the existing retaining wall and railing typology (“Festival of Britain” design) is 
to be extended with new proposed matching railing. The existing lime tree line is to be extended with an 
additional lime tree proposed and improved aeration and growing conditions will be incorporated (see also 
Figure 31). 

 
Figure 34: Block A frontage on Botanic Road, illustrating the softening effect of the existing row of mature line trees (source: 
Landscape Design Statement). 
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To the northern boundary a pedestrian route is proposed, aligned to the north with proposed lime trees and 
a native hedgerow and perennial underplanting. Seating zones punctuate the route way with public seating 
bays articulated by arbours, clad with proposed climbers. This east west axis provides permeability to two 
publicly accessible playgrounds and amenity pocket square within the centre of the proposed development. 

Pedestrian entrances to the north are articulated by proposed planted pergolas within the two central 
residential courtyards. Raised planter and tree pits bound the residential courtyard of proposed Blocks B and 
C, creating a planted buffer over the podium. Similarly, courtyard planting around Blocks D and E offers 
privacy to residential units. Both residential courtyards have visual termini with sculpture interspaced within 
multi-stem garden scale trees. A proposed pedestrian permeable route links to the south of the Proposed 
Development; an undercroft route through proposed block A links to the existing terraced housing.  

To the north of proposed Block A, a proposed café / retail unit opens onto public realm, flanked by proposed 
Acer campestre (field maple) trees (see also Figure 26).  

 
Figure 35: the entrance plaza (source: Landscape Design Statement). 

 

On a north south axis a feature Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) is surrounded by a feature public bench to 
its base. This feature tree placed on axis with the existing protected structure of the neighbouring brick 
chimney as a device in placemaking. Four umbrella shaped feature Taxus baccata (yew) form visual formal 
sentinels to the formal lawn. The crown of the proposed feature yew trees are proposed 1.3m above ground 
level above the climbing height of children. A feature Davidia involucrate (handkerchief tree) is placed within 
a visual axis from the public realm to the residents courtyard. These trees are selected as cultural references 
recognisable within the Glasnevin suburb found in the National Botanical Gardens as well as long established 
yew specimens found at Glasnevin cemetery. 
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3.3.6 Design response to DCC opinion  

The preliminary architectural design drawings submitted at pre-application stage have been iteratively 
evaluated and developed, paying particular attention to the following opinions as reported by DCC following 
their reviews at pre-application meetings:  

“1. Design Strategy and Height 
a) Demonstration of how the proposed height, scale, massing and materiality of the scheme will 

be designed to complement and respect the height, scale, massing and materiality of the 
predominantly lower two (and a small  number of  three) storey well-established characterful 
19th century brick terraces in the immediate vicinity of the subject site and within the 
Architectural Conservation Areas in the wider area, as well as the adjacent protected 
structures. 

b) Demonstration of the openability of the fenestration, and suitable privacy measures, for full 
height windows in the end bays of Block A. 

c) Justification of the large overhanging corner features at roof level on the inner blocks within 
the scheme. 

d) Justification of the height, articulation, and large projecting balconies at the comer of Block A 
at the entrance to the site. 

e) Justification of the architectural treatment and articulation of large window-less gable and 
brickwork elements. 

f) A report that specifically addresses the proposed materials and finishes having particular 
regard to the requirement to provide high quality durable finishes which have regard to the 
surrounding area including protected structures” 

Examples of the influence of the DCC reviews on the Architectural design of the Proposed Scheme are 
explained as follows.  

• Regarding item 1 a) above, the scale, form and materials selection of the architectural design 
(particularly of Block A, fronting Botanic Road), complement the existing heritage-value properties on 
Botanic Road and Iona Road. The detail of the section illustrates the transition between the 
neighbouring buildings and the nominal extent to which the Proposed Development might be visible 
from the upper floor rear window of a typical residence on Iona Road.  

• From the earliest iterations, the design evolution sought to reference to the proportions and scale of 
the central doorway to the Players Building within in the scheme;   

Regarding item 1 b) above, the vertical emphasis of the windows of the Proposed Scheme reflect classical 
proportions, complementary to the established streetscape of Botanic Road;  

• Regarding item 1 c) above, the ‘large overhanging corner features at roof level’ are a residential 
amenity that is not visually apparent form outside of the development; they are not present on the 
Block A Botanic Road frontage. The feature reduces the visual weight of the set-back top floor, creating 
a transition that breaks the orthogonal mass and form of the blocks that might otherwise appear 
monolithic and overbearing. 

• Regarding item 1 d) above, the balconies that overlook the site entrance on the corner of Block A also 
offer articulation to the otherwise simple and orthogonal frontage. The balconies not only provide 
residents with a much needed amenity, but indicate the development is a residential domain and allow 
passive surveillance. An ornate railing has been incorporated to the balconies facing towards Botanic 
Road, a direct reference to the decorative Festival of Britain railings. The balustrading perpendicular 
to the building has been in-filled, providing solidity to their form and privacy to occupants. 

• Regarding item 1 d) above, punctuation of the gable of Block D with windows creates an animated and 
interesting façade, which also augments natural surveillance of the central open space, emphasising 
its significance as a focal area within the layout.  
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• While acknowledging the importance of the issues raised regarding materials and finishes in item e) 
above, these have been discussed throughout this assessment, and a full response is included within 
the Architectural Design Statement.  

Additional viewpoints have been provided that increase the understanding of how the Proposed 
Development impacts the adjacent existing residential units on Daneswell Place (see Viewpoints 12 c and 12d 
in the Photomontage Report, section 5.1.2 and Table 12, Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 12c 
and 12d.  
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4.0 ASSESSMENT OF LANDSCAPE EFFECTS 

4.1 Landscape Character and Sensitivity to Change 
The Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment state that landscape sensitivity should be 
classified with consideration of ‘the particular project or development that is being proposed’, and ‘the 
location in question’. Sensitivity of the landscape is determined by two factors: 

Susceptibility to change: “This means the ability of the landscape receptor (whether it be the overall character 
or quality/condition of a particular landscape type or area…) to accommodate the proposed development 
without undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline situation and/or the achievement of 
landscape policies or strategies”. 

Value of the landscape/townscape receptor: This can be indicated by designations or, where there are no 
designations, by judgements based on criteria that can be used to establish landscape value. 

The site and environs are in a disturbed/transitional condition. Elements of hard and soft infrastructure have 
been installed in the first stage of the area’s transformation into an urban landscape, while the development 
plot – including the site – lie fallow, awaiting development. Considered against the value and magnitude of 
the extant planning permission, the site can be considered to have a high capacity to accommodate change 
of the type proposed.  

Therefore, the sensitivity of the receiving environment can be classified ‘low’ (definition: Areas where the 
landscape has few valued elements, features or characteristics and the character is weak. The character is 
such that it has capacity for change; where development would make no significant change or could make a 
positive change. Such landscapes are generally unrecognised in policy and the principal management 
objective may be to facilitate change through development, repair, restoration or enhancement). 

4.2 Magnitude of Landscape Change 
In the short term - and considered in isolation - the magnitude of landscape change which would result from 
the proposed development would be ‘medium’ (definition: Change that is moderate in extent, resulting in 
partial loss or alteration to key elements, features or characteristics of the landscape, and/or introduction of 
elements that may be prominent but not necessarily substantially uncharacteristic in the context. Such 
development results in change to the character of the landscape.). 

In the medium term, considered in combination with the current newly constructed or partially constructed 
residences and extant planning permission for the proposed development on the site – the magnitude of 
change would be ‘low’ (definition: Change that is moderate or limited in scale, resulting in minor alteration 
to key elements, features or characteristics of the landscape, and/or introduction of elements that are not 
uncharacteristic in the context. Such development results in minor change to the character of the landscape). 

4.3 Significance and Quality of Landscape Effects 

4.3.1 Beneficial Site Characteristics   

Acknowledging the application is an amendment to an existing planning approval, the baseline environment 
is that of the site including the design that is subject to the extant permission. This would therefore assume 
that the current application is essentially a substitution of structures of a similar mass, material composition, 
height and location, and that the changes proposed changes will be Slight (but positive) due to the low 
magnitude of change and low effect these changes would have on the sensitivity of the townscape resource. 
There are, however, several intrinsic site characteristics that underscore the suitability of Proposed Scheme 
for this location, whether or not the extant permission is taken into consideration.  
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a) A material consideration in evaluating the extent of the effects of the Proposed Scheme on the 
urban character of the site is the substantial degree to which it will be mitigated due to the off-
setting of the volume and mass of the extant approved unconstructed development against the 
additional scale of the Proposed Scheme. The extant approved scheme is a part of the base line 
environment, and the effects of the super-imposition of the Proposed Scheme would therefore be 
substantially less than if the latter were to be constructed on the site as it currently is found.  

b) Additionally, the character of the design of the Proposed Scheme, while introducing a new built 
environment typology to the local area, is not new to the North Dublin area, and meets the DCC’s 
rising demand for new high quality housing stock.  

c) In terms of urban character, the contained nature of the development on the site under the extant 
planning permission will limit the effects. The adjacent heritage-quality buildings are buffered by 
the newly constructed (or under construction) terraces and semi-detached residential property.  

d) A portion of the adjacent former Players Tobacco Factory is in a disturbed/transitional ‘brownfield’ 
condition and has a low townscape value and susceptibility to development. The amendment of 
the extant permission would not be detrimental to the location and unequivocally has capacity to 
accommodate the moderate change proposed by the current application.  

4.3.2 Embedded Mitigation 

Direct mitigation measures have been adopted within the design of the Proposed Scheme to off-set inevitable 
effects of the Proposed Scheme, by way of embedded, taking into consideration recommendations received 
following the refusal of the previous proposal that mitigate the impact of the proposed development on the 
character of the surrounding buildings, which include: 

• Scaling of the public realm spaces within the masterplan layout of the large site via dimensioning public 
spaces within it to compare to similarly scaled public realm open spaces (e.g., Prospect Square), 
complements the existing urban grain of the locality. 

• The ground floor does not have a ‘plinth’ or podium. This helps to reduce the perception of the 
scale/mass of the buildings. The articulation of the scale of both the plan form and elevation of the 
urban realm enhances the level of comfort experienced by pedestrians within the scheme. 

• The architectural treatment of the proposed buildings would be restrained without unnecessary 
embellishment. The previous SHD application included a greater number of projecting balconies and 
recessed winter garden balconies, many which have been omitted. 

• The adoption of a limited palette of materials that reflect the characteristics of the nineteenth and 
early-twentieth century residential streets is shown on the application drawings. The stone string 
courses and cladding to the ground floor facades of the five proposed blocks are selected to match the 
colour, texture and light reflectivity of the granite used on the neighbouring Players Tobacco Factory. 

• The reuse of the mid-twentieth century ‘Festival of Britain’ style railings plinth wall will retain an 
interesting surviving feature on the frontage with Botanic Road. The proposed development has been 
informed by a process of continual conservation reviews and iteration between the Councils 
Conservation team and the design team’s heritage consultant, as reflected in the Architectural 
Drawings, Design Statement and Materials and Finishes Report prepared by Scanron. 

4.3.3 Summary 

The effects of the Proposed Scheme on the site’s immediate environs will be Slight (but positive). Change to 
the extant approved scheme is proportionately low, and additional effect are limited due to low-rise 
residential development on three boundaries of the site, including the completed and permitted houses of 
the parent permission currently under construction. Existing and proposed trees and landscape and a 
beneficially exemplary environment, both in terms of its public realm and in its efficient and sustainable use 
of land within a contained urban site, also provide ‘embedded mitigation’.  

The following section assesses the extent of effect that the Proposed Scheme would be likely to have on 
sensitive receptors within the receiving urban character and views.   
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5.0 ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL EFFECTS 

5.1 Viewpoints 
To assess the proposal’s potential visual effects, 16no. viewpoints have been selected that represent typical 
examples of potential visual effects in the local and wider environs of the site, for consideration and 
discussion with the DCC planning officers. These viewpoints are also used to provide verified photomontages 
of the Proposed Scheme, to demonstrate the extent to which it might be visible once constructed, and to 
provide the basis with which to assess the positive or negative significance of the visual effects. The 19 No. 
viewpoints include a dual-directional view located within Daneswell Place itself. The viewpoints (see Figure 
28 below) were selected to address.  

5.1.1 Key views from the local environs  

1. Corner of Prospect Road and Lindsay Road, to North: potential effects on users of Botanic Road 
travelling North (View 01); 

2. Finglas Road, St. Vincent Primary School frontage, to East: potential effects from the vicinity of 
the Finglas Cemetery and a local major road beyond the immediate site environment (View 02); 

3. Northwest De Courcey Square, towards the East: potential effects from an Architectural 
Conservation Area (View 03); 

4. Southwest De Courcey Square, towards the East as above (View 04);  

5. Prospect Square, towards the East; as above, and potential visibility from near the entrance to 
Finglas Cemetery (View 05); 

6. Botanic Road, to South: potential effects on users of Botanic Road travelling North (View 06);  

7. Corner of Iona Crescent and Iona Park Rd, to Southwest; potential effects of views from the 
residential conservation area (View 07); 

8. Iona Road, St Columba’s Church frontage, towards the West; again, potential effects of views 
from the residential conservation area, but a further distance away (View 08);  

9. Iona Road; towards the West; again, potential effects of views from the residential conservation 
area, but a further distance away (View 09);  

10. Junction of Prospect Way and Botanic Road, towards the East; view of an approach to the site 
from a local access road leading to the ACA (View 10);   

5.1.2 Views (including recognised sensitivities) in the wider environs 

11. Botanic Road, East towards the main entrance to the site: residents opposite the site, public 
footpath and main thoroughfare (View 11); 

12a. Daneswell Place, to the West: potential effects from existing residents of recently 
completed terraced houses adjacent to the site (View 12a); 

12b. Daneswell Place, to the East: potential effects from existing residents of recently 
completed terraced houses adjacent to the site (View 12b); 

12c. Daneswell Place, to the North: potential effects from existing residents of recently 
completed terraced houses adjacent to the site (View 12c); 

12d. Daneswell Place – eastern end, to the West: potential effects from existing residents of 
recently completed terraced houses adjacent to the site (View 12b); 
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13. Iona Road, towards the North: a glimpsed view along a service road between existing residential 
houses (View 13); 

14. Finglas Road, toward the West: potential view over existing buildings (including retail and 
commercial property) (View 14); 

15. From the Royal Canal / An Chanáil Ríoga towards the North: a view from a national public 
recreational route (View 15); 

16. From Iona Villas, towards the South: a view from public open space within a residential 
neighbourhood outside of the (View 16); 

17. From Clifton Road, towards the South: a view from a public footpath/residential road within a 
residential neighbourhood; 

18. From Griffiths Park near the Tolka River, towards the South: a view from a well used public open 
space at greater distance (View 18); and 

19. From Griffiths Park further North above the Tolka River, towards the South: a view representing 
public open space from a higher vantage point and at greater distance (View 19) 

 

The photomontages and CGI views have been considered with regards to providing an adequate range of 
views to allow the proposals’ visual effects to be understood by the planning authority. 

The effects on each viewpoint will be informed by verified photomontages (provided under separate cover). 
The assessments will cover the proposed development on its own (Proposed View), and also the proposal in 
combination with the neighbouring developments both proposed and under construction Ref. (Cumulative 
View). For the methodology, criteria and terminology used in the assessments refer to Appendix 1. 

In Tables 1 - 19 provide commentary on the receiving environment and the proposed development. The 
table also classifies magnitude of change and the significance of the effects for the proposed 
development for all viewpoints.  
For the methodology and the criteria and terms used in the assessments, refer to Appendix 1 
(specifically Tables A3 to and Error! Reference source not found. and the accompanying text). 
 
Note on impact significance classifications: It should be noted that the matrix (Table A3) and the EPA’s 
chart (Figure A1) guiding the classification of impact significance are a guide. The assessor also uses 
professional judgement informed by their expertise, experience and common sense to arrive at a 
classification of significance that is reasonable and justifiable. In the EPA guidelines the chart is 
accompanied by a footnote that states: “The depiction of significance classifications is indicative and 
should not be relied on as being definitive. It is provided for general guidance purposes” (EPA draft 
guidelines Section 3, page 53). 
 
Once the assessor has classified the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of change (using the 
definitions in Tables A1, A2, A5 and A6 as a guide), the matrix and chart (Table A3 and Figure A1) are 
used as a starting point for the impact significance classification – using their judgement to arrive at a 
classification that is reasonable and sensible. For example, according to the EPA chart a change of high 
magnitude affecting a receptor of medium sensitivity may be classified as either ‘significant’ or 
‘moderate’, a judgement that is made by the assessor.  
 
All of the impact classification in the table below have been carefully considered and are considered to 
be reasonable and justifiable by the author. 
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Figure 40: Viewpoint Locations 
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Table 1: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 01 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

01 Corner of Prospect Road and Lindsay Road  Public Footpath Users/Major vehicular thoroughfare 
(Botanic Road moving Northward) 

160m 250 to 
Northwest 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the South, aligned along the heavily trafficked Botanic Rd. The site is located in the central distance beyond 

the terrace to the right of Botanic Rd (the only perceptible element is the western frontage hoarding and existing trees). 
• Largely of a low density residential nature, the built environment has a style consistent with the turn of the 19th century and 

dominates the linear urban vista, truncated by the angle of view.  
• Red brick and slate roofed 3 storey terraced buildings of residences to the left (West) of Botanic Rd have retail units on the 

ground floor frontage and flats above; to the right (East) of the road, there is a similar 2 storey residential terrace, set behind 
fenced and hedged front gardens. Street lighting and road signs are of DCC standard for regional roads 

• Views of the site are enclosed by the existing residential terraces and also screened by existing mature street trees. Overall, the 
street has a mature suburban quality with older housing stock fronting the wide road. 

• The area to the right falls within a residential ACA. There is no recent development and no known other planning permissions. 
• The width between the building frontages either side of Botanic Rd is c. 22m, and at a distance of c.160m, over level topology, 

the site location is highly constrained and is a minor/negligible component in the view.  
• While the wider has heritage value, it is not susceptible to change resulting from development of the site, and impact on the 

viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Medium. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• Visible from the viewpoint, the proposed development is 5 stories in height. It contrasts with the existing buildings in form and 

is taller, broader, contemporary in style and is flat roofed. Facing Botanic Road with a set-back 5th floor, it is two units (c.20m) 
in depth and rises 1 to 2 floors above the roofs of terraced properties at the far end of the row.  

• The new building is aligned with, Botanic Road and forms continuous frontage along it. It has approximately the same set-back 
from the public footpath as adjacent existing housing and occupies a similar volume in terms of mass.  

• The principal frontage of the proposed development is screened by (retained) existing mature street trees. Trees of this nature 
are lacking from the existing built frontages elsewhere on Botanic Road within the view and are therefore of particular value.  

• The new development is largely of a similar hue of red and texture (the façade is largely brick-faced) to existing buildings. Floor 
heights, windows and openings to recessed balconies are similar in dimensions and proportions to the existing building stock.  

• The contemporary the style/design quality, contrast in form and mass but are complementary in hue, texture, and proportion, 
and the design acknowledges the urban grain as well as taking pains to retain in place existing mature street-fronting trees.  

• The addition of the building enhances the key components of the view; effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and 
architecture is a positive characteristic of the view. 

• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 01 is Low.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Low magnitude of change result in a Slight significance at Operation Stage. 

Medium 
 

Slight 
Positive 
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Table 2: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 02 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

02 Finglas Road, St. Vincent Primary School frontage (vicinity of 
the Finglas Cemetery) 

Public Footpath /Public Transport Users/Major 
vehicular thoroughfare beyond the immediate site 
environment 

300m 1100 to East 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Medium 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the West, aligned along the road; it is relatively lightly trafficked by domestic vehicles.  
• The site is located out of view in the central distance beyond white terraced housing of De Courcey Square to the left of 

Finglas Rd.  
• A mix of low density 19th century residential and heritage structures, the built environment includes a watch tower turret and 

high stone wall of the significant heritage asset of Glasnevin Cemetery, which dominates the complex urban vista.  
• The view includes red brick and white-washed rendered 2 storey terraces with slate roofing.  
• Street lighting and road signs are of DCC standard for regional roads and relatively inconspicuous. A public bus stop shelter 

dominates the foreground. 
• There is no recent development visible within the view and no known other planning permissions.  
• The view towards the site is partly enclosed by the existing Finglas/Glasnevin Cemetery and screened by the residential 

terraces and existing mature street trees. Overall, the street has mixed quality of the heritage stone of the cemetery boundary 
and older housing stock set back from the wide road. 

• At a distance of c.300m, over level topology, the site location is not visible in the view.  
• In summary, while of a heritage value, there is a minor susceptibility of the wider area to change resulting from development of 

the site, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity to the development is therefore Medium. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• There is potentially a negligibly small part of the proposed development visible from this viewpoint, as indicated by the profile 

outlined in red in the Proposed Photomontage; it is screened by existing buildings and street trees. Visibility of the proposed 
development would remain Negligible or Low forward of this viewpoint to at least as far as the De Courcey Square turning. 

• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 02 is Negligible.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change within the view are Not Significant at Operation Stage. 

Negligible 
 

Not 
Significant 
Neutral 
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Table 3: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 03 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

03 Northwest corner of De Courcey Square View from an Architectural Conservation Area and 
residential neighbourhood 

160m 1250 to East 
Southeast 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the West-northwest, from a residential street used for parking, with low level traffic.  
• The site is located out of view in the central distance beyond red brick and cement-rendered terraced housing of the East side 

of De Courcey Square.  
• The built environment is low density 19th century residential of heritage value and a formal central square permitted for use by 

residents as allotment gardens; this dominates the view.  
• Street lighting is of traditional heritage design and road signs are of conservation area standard and relatively inconspicuous. 
• There is no recent development visible within the view and no known other planning permissions.  
• The view towards the site is enclosed by ornamental shrubs and screened by a residential terrace. The Players Factory chimney 

is visible just left of the gable end of the terrace. 
• The site location is not visible in the view.  
• In summary, while of a heritage value, there is no susceptibility of the wider area to change resulting from  
• development of the site, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity to the development is therefore Negligible. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• There is potentially a negligibly small part of the proposed development visible from this viewpoint, as indicated by the profile 

outlined in red in the Proposed Photomontage; it is screened by existing buildings and street trees. Visibility of the proposed 
development would remain Negligible or Low forward of this viewpoint to at least as far as the De Courcey Square turning. 

• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 03 is Negligible.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change result in an effect that is Not Significant significance at Operation 

Stage. 

Negligible 
 

Not 
Significant 
Neutral 
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Table 4: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 04 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

04 Southwest entrance to De Courcey Square   View from an Architectural Conservation Area and 
residential neighbourhood 

160m 1000 to East 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the West, from a residential street used for parking, with low level traffic.  
• The site is located out of view in the central distance beyond slate-roofed, single and 2 storey red brick and cement-rendered 

terraced housing of the East and South sides of De Courcey Square, and beyond the 2 storey pebble-dashed terraces on 
Prospect Ave., visible through the cul-de-sac terminus of the de Courcey Sq. access. The Players Factory chimney stands 
prominently as a focal element within the minor urban axial vista.  

• The built environment is mainly low density 19th century residential, of heritage value and partly a formal central square 
bordered by a deciduous hedge and permitted for use by residents as allotment gardens; this dominates the view.  

• Street lighting is of traditional heritage design and road signs are of conservation area standard and relatively inconspicuous. 
• There is no recent development visible within the view and no known other planning permissions.  
• The view towards the site is enclosed by ornamental shrubs and screened by a residential terrace. The listed Factory chimney is 

visible just left of the gable end of the terrace. 
• The site location is not visible in the view.  
• Summary, while of a heritage value, there is Low susceptibility to change resulting from development of the site, and impact on 

the viewpoint’s sensitivity to the development is therefore Medium. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The proposed development is 4 stories in height and visible from the viewpoint. It contrasts with the existing buildings in form; 

it is taller, broader, contemporary in style and has a flat roof; it rises 1 to 2 floors above the roofs of terraced properties at the 
far end of the row and on Prospect Ave.  

• However, the new building is similarly horizontal in profile from this angle of view to the terraced housing roofs; the forms are 
complementary and almost meld together.  

• The new development is of a similar hue and texture (the façade is largely brick-faced) to the existing buildings. Floor heights, 
windows and openings to recessed balconies are similar in dimensions and proportions to the existing building stock.  

• Overall, the contemporary style/design quality, while contrasting in form and mass, is complementary and the design 
acknowledges the urban grain of de Courcey Sq. The proposed development does not affect the setting of the Platers Factory 
chimney within this view.  

• The addition of the building is neutral within the key components of the view. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 04 is Low.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Low magnitude of change result in a Slight significance at Operation Stage. 

Low 
 

Slight 
Neutral 
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Table 5: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 05 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

05 Prospect Square Prospect Square Residential ACA /Public Open Space/ 
Finglas Cemetery (beyond the immediate site 
environment) 

190m 1500 to South 
East  

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• This view is from the North, within Prospect Square, a grassed public open space with scattered deciduous trees of varying ages 

which is bounded by 2 storey brick terraces with slate roofs to the North and South (in addition to the stone fronted 
Gravediggers to the North), gable ends of terraces and a water tower to the East, and the stone and iron grill fenced Finglas 
Cemetery boundary wall and entrance gateway to the West/Northwest. 

• The site is located out of site in the central distance beyond the white rendered and brick gables of terraced housing. 
• Largely of a low density residential nature, the built environment has a style consistent with the turn of the 19th century urban 

residential square.  
• The area falls within a residential ACA. There is no recent development and no known other planning permissions.  
• View of the site is completely screened by the existing residential terraces and existing street trees.  
• Summary, within this view, while of a high heritage value, there is low susceptibility of the wider area to change resulting from 

development of the site, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Medium. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• There is potentially only a negligibly small part of the proposed development visible from this viewpoint, as indicated by the 

profile outlined in red in the Proposed Photomontage; it is screened by existing buildings and street trees. Visibility of the 
proposed development would remain Negligible or Low forward of this viewpoint to at least as far as the De Courcey Square 
turning. 

• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 05 is Negligible.  
•  The Medium sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change result in an effect that is Not Significant significance at Operation 

Stage. 

Negligible 
 

Not 
Significant 
Neutral 
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Table 6: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 06 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

06 Botanic Road, North of the site Public Footpath Users/Major vehicular thoroughfare; 
users of Botanic Road travelling North 

80m 1900 to South 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

High 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• This view is from the North, aligned along Botanic road; it is heavily trafficked by domestic vehicles.  
• The site is located in the central distance beyond the boundary fence and gates of the Players Tobacco Factory Protected 

Structure (RPS ref. no. 855) to the left of Botanic Rd;  
• The built environment is dominated by the somewhat incongruous neo-classical granite-faced Players Tobacco Factory to the 

left, the Botanic Rd. carriageway, and brick residential terraces just visible to the right. With a style and character consistent 
with aspirational statement architecture the turn of the 19th century industrialists, the Players Tobacco Factory frontage 
dominates Botanic Road’s major linear urban vista.  

• Street lighting and road signs are DCC standard for regional roads and relatively inconspicuous. 
• Part of the area to the right falls within a residential ACA. At the terminus of the Botanic Road vista is the contemporary, 9 

storey, Phibsborough Centre. Diametrically opposite the site to the right, the red brick upper floor of the contemporary 5 
storey Botanic Rd. Business Centre at the Prospect Way junction is visible.  

• The view of the site is loosely enclosed by the Players factory frontage and existing residential terrace opposite and also 
screened by existing mature street trees.  

• The view has a distinctive, formal and semi-monumental quality due to the neoclassical façade and boundary fence of the 
Players factory, together with the broad 40m building to building width of the Botanic Rd corridor, and at a distance of c.80m, 
over level topology, the site location is open and a conspicuous component in the view.  

• Of a high heritage value, there is a high susceptibility of the area to change resulting from development of the site, tempered 
by the presence of other contemporary buildings of 5 storeys or more, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore 
High. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The proposed development contrasts with the existing buildings in form; two separate blocks within the view are taller, 

contemporary in style and have flat roofs; they are 4/ 5 stories in height facing Botanic Road with further set back floors, and 
present broad depth mass at the oblique angle of view. The full height of the block fronting Botanic Rd. is visible, albeit 
softened by the existing retained mature street trees.  

• Like the Player Factory, the new building is aligned with Botanic Road, forming a continuous frontage, but is less set back from 
the public footpath (by 5 rather than 15m); it visually occupies a similar mass.  

• The principal frontage is screened by retained existing mature street trees, lacking from the existing built frontages.  
• The new development is a similar hue of beige and texture to that of the Players building, as well as brick-facing that reflects 

both contemporary and traditional buildings visible elsewhere.  

High 
 

Very 
Significant 
Positive 
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• Floor heights, and principal windows (and openings to recessed balconies) are similar in dimensions and proportions to the 
window apertures of the existing buildings, including the Players factory (although the dormer windows and roof-pitch of the 
latter are not typical of the area).  

• Overall, the contemporary style/design quality (while contrasting in form and mass) is complementary in hue, texture, and 
proportion to existing structures and the design acknowledges the urban grain. Retention in place of existing mature street-
fronting trees maintains continuity with the past and softens the effect of the buildings. The addition of the proposed buildings 
in-fill a void within the closely-built urban footprint, introducing interesting and complementary components to the view.  

• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture is a positive characteristic of the view. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 06 is High.  
• The High sensitivity and High magnitude of change result in a Very Significance effect at Operation Stage. 

 
Table 7:  Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint07 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

07 Corner of Iona Crescent and Iona Park Rd Public Footpath Users; potential effects of views from a 
residential ACA   

95m 2500 to West 
Southwest 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

High 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from East of the site, and includes a minor vista aligned on the Players Tobacco Factory chimney and the gated 

entrance to the Botanic Business Centre (a continuation of Iona Crescent).  
• The site is located in the central distance beyond the terraces to the left on Iona Park Rd.  
• There is a mixed residential and commercial use built environment; housing is turn of the 19th century and the old Players 

factory site to the right of view has been partially reused as a business park.  
• The red brick and slate roofed 2 storey semi-detached residences to the left are set behind black metal railings and planted 

front gardens. The gable end of the fore-most house is cement rendered, a conspicuous feature. Street lighting and road signs 
are DCC minor road standard and inconspicuous. The area falls within a residential ACA.  

• The view towards the site is enclosed by the existing residential terrace and also screened by existing mature street /garden 
trees. It has a mature and tranquil suburban quality with older housing stock fronting the quiet, wide road residential roads, 
used for parking. 

• From threshold to threshold, the space between building frontages either side of the entrance to the business park is c. 17m 
width, and at a distance of c.95m, over level topology, the view of the site location is highly constrained.  

• In summary: with buildings of a heritage (High) value in the view, there is Medium susceptibility of the wider area to change 
resulting from development of the site, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore High. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The visible elements of the proposed development contrast with the existing buildings in form; it is taller, broader, 

contemporary in style and has a flat roof, is 4 stories in height facing the Players Factory and Iona Park Rd. but is largely 
screened by surrounding housing, including the new 3 storey terraced housing to the immediate East of the site. 

Low 
 

Slight 
Positive 
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• The new building is aligned with those of Iona Park Rd and the Players factory site, conforming with the existing urban grain. 
The mass of the new buildings is broken up by their separation into blocks.  

• The new development is of a similar hue of beige to the cement rendered gable wall and lintels of the residential properties. 
Floor heights, windows and openings to recessed balconies are similar in dimensions and proportions to the existing buildings.  

• In the view, the style/design quality, while contrasting in form and mass, is complementary in hue, texture, and proportion, and 
the design acknowledges the urban grain. The addition of the building in-fills an apparent void within the closely-built urban 
footprint introducing interesting and complementary components to the view.  

• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture is a positive characteristic of the view. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 07 is Low.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Low magnitude of change result in a Slight significance at Operation Stage. 

 

Table 8: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 08 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

08 Iona Road, St Columba’s Church frontage,  Public Footpath Users/ potential effects of views from 
the residential ACA  

290m 3000 to West 
Northwest 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the East, aligned along the road, which used for parking.  
• The site is located out of view in the central distance beyond the terrace to the right of Iona Rd. 
• In addition to 19th century 2 storey terraced housing stock, the grey granite St Columba’s church dominates the mid-

foreground, set back behind a trimmed privet hedge.  
• The area within the view falls within a residential ACA.  
• View of the site is screened by the existing residential terrace. 
• In summary, while the view includes heritage elements of a High value, there is Low susceptibility of the wider area to change 

resulting from development of the site, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Medium. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The proposed development is not visible from this viewpoint, as indicated by the profile outlined in red in the Proposed 

Photomontage; it is screened by existing buildings.  
• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 08 is Negligible.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change result in the effects being Not Significance at Operation Stage. 

Negligible 
  

Not 
Significant 
Neutral 
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Table 9: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 09 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

09 Iona Road Public Footpath Users/potential effects of views from 
the residential ACA  

100m 3200 to 
Northwest 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the Southeast, aligned along the road; it is heavily trafficked by domestic vehicles.  
• The site is located out of view in the central distance beyond the semi-detached property on the junction of Iona Rd. and Iona 

Park Rd.  
• The built environment is of 19th century 2 storey terraced / semi-detached housing set back behind black metal railings, with 

red brick and slate roofs light grey granite lintels and corner stones all of which fall within the residential ACA.  
• The view of the site is screened by the existing residential terrace and existing mature garden and street trees. 
• The street has a mature suburban quality. 
• The site location is a negligible component in the view  
• In summary, while the view includes heritage elements of a High value, there is Low susceptibility of the wider area to change 

resulting from development of the site, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Medium. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• There is potentially only a negligibly small part of the proposed development visible from this viewpoint, as indicated by the 

profile outlined in red in the Proposed Photomontage; it is screened by existing buildings and street trees.  
• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 09 is Negligible.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change result in the effects being Not Significance at Operation Stage. 

Negligible 
 
 

Not 
Significant 
Neutral 
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Table 10: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 10 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

10 Junction of Prospect Way and Botanic Road Public Footpath Users/ view of an approach to the site 
form a local access road   

25m 1100 to 
Northeast 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The site is located in centrally beyond Botanic Rd;  
• The view is from the Southwest, diagonally over Botanic road.  
• The road junction dominates the ground plane, with street lighting and traffic signals within a pedestrian refuge featuring 

prominently. 
• The gable end of a 19th century terrace row is visible to the extreme right of the view; recently constructed 3 storey terraced 

houses of contemporary design, white render and mixed brindle brickwork facing and slate roofing located to the immediate 
south of the site dominate the built environment; the Players landmark factory chimney provides a prominent focal feature 
centrally to the view; mature street trees fronting the site filter visibility of the old factory buildings beyond.  

• From the road, blue site hording with images of the proposed development screen the vacant site itself; there is a wide void in 
the otherwise continuous urban frontage, and as a former industrial premises, is of low value and susceptibility to change.  

• At a distance of c.25m, over level topology, the site location is highly visible and a prominent component in the view.  
• In summary: there is a low susceptibility to change, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Low. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The proposed development dominates the view; facing Botanic Road, it is 5 stories height, contemporary in style and flat roof, 

rises 2 - 3 floors above the roofs of adjacent 3 storey terraced properties to the right.  
• The new building is aligned with Botanic Road, forming a continuous frontage, although its mass is divided into smaller volumes 

by vertical recesses and steps in height, reinforced by variations in materials. Through setting back the top storey, the 
perceived volume of the building is further reduced.  

• The principal frontage is screened by retained existing mature street trees. The retained ‘Festival of Britain’ fencing and 
retaining wall abutting the back of the public footpath, together with the set-back of the building threshold by c.5m, also 
reduce the scale of the overall massing of the building.  

• The hue of new development is of a similar and texture to the adjacent existing residences (the façade is largely brick-faced). 
Floor heights, windows and openings to recessed balconies are similar in dimensions and proportions to the existing buildings.  

• Overall, the contemporary style/design quality, while contrasting in form and mass, is complementary in hue, texture, and 
proportion, and the design acknowledges the urban grain as well as retaining in place existing mature street-fronting trees. The 
addition of the buildings create the key components of the view. 

• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture is a positive characteristic of the view. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 10 is Very High. 
• The Low sensitivity and Very High magnitude of change result in a Very Significance effect at Operation Stage. 

Very High Very 
Significant 
Positive 
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Table 11: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 11 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

11 Botanic Road, towards the main entrance to the site Residents opposite the public footpath and main 
thoroughfare users 

20m 450 East 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The site is located centrally beyond Botanic Rd. 
• The view is from the West, obliquely over Botanic road.  
• The site entrance road dominates the view; the Players factory front fence end pier, buff-coloured office block and chimney are 

prominent to the extreme left of the view. Site hording, storage containers and cement hopper feature prominently, the latter 
being filtered by the mature street trees behind the existing retaining wall and ‘Festival of Britain’ fencing.  

• From the road, blue site hording with images of the proposed development screen the vacant site itself; there is a wide void in 
the otherwise continuous urban frontage, and as a development site, is of low value and susceptibility to change.  

• At a distance of c.25m, over level topology, the site location is highly visible and a dominant component in the view.  
• There is a low susceptibility to change, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Low. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• Block A of the proposed development dominates the view; facing Botanic Road, the foremost building is 5 stories height, 

contemporary in style with both recessed and projecting balconies, and flat roofed, rises 2 - 3 floors above the adjacent 2 
storey Players office building to the left. The buildings are aligned with Botanic Road, forming a continuous frontage, although 
its mass is divided into smaller volumes by vertical recesses and steps in height, reinforced by variations in materials. Through 
setting back, the top storey, the perceived volume of the building is further reduced.  

• The principal frontage is screened by retained existing mature street trees. The retained ‘Festival of Britain’ fencing and 
retaining wall abutting the back of the public footpath, together with the set-back of the building threshold by c.5m, also 
reduce the scale of the overall massing of the building.  

• Block B beyond is faced with more homogenous buff tone brickwork and its window layout is a simple 3 by 4 grid with uniform 
stanchions and separation width between apertures. The top floor is again set back, with vertical recesses and steps in height 
that reduce the perceived mass of the structure. 

• The hue of new development is of a similar and texture to the adjacent existing office and chimney of the Players factory.  
• Overall, the contemporary style/design quality, while contrasting in form and mass, is attractive in hue, texture, and 

proportion, and the design acknowledges the urban grain as well as taking pains to retain in place existing mature street-
fronting trees. The addition of the building enhances the key components of the view. 

• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture is a positive characteristic of the view. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 11 is Very High. 
• The Low sensitivity and Very High magnitude of change result in a Very Significance effect at Operation Stage. 

Very High Very 
Significant 
Positive 
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Table 12: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoints A12a and b 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

12a Daneswell Place, to the West Potential effects from existing residents of recently 
completed terraced houses adjacent to the site 

10m 2750 to East 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the central Southern boundary of the site on Daneswell Place, towards the East.  
• The site hording is to the left (North) of the view. 
• The newly built terraced house frontage is visible to the right of the view; the contemporary style of brick, pitched slate roofing 

and large windows is discernible; the rear elevations of 19th century semi-detached houses of Iona Park Rd. can be seen in the 
distance. 

• Street lighting is discrete and bespoke to the development. 
• While the landscape planting to the immediate frontage of the Daneswell Place housing is extensive, that across the road is 

basic, perhaps understandably so considering its proximity to a forthcoming major development.  
• The site is enclosed by the new residential terrace, but otherwise open and featureless from this viewpoint.  
• The site and new terraced housing are dominant components within the view; the existing Iona Park Rd properties are 

secondary elements.  
• The susceptibility of the wider area to change resulting from development of the site is buffered by the new properties (on 

Daneswell Place, behind and to the right of the viewpoint) and is therefore low and the value of the view is also low.  
• The susceptibility and value of the view from the new properties themselves are also low.  
• The impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Low. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• Block D of the proposed development dominates the centre of the view; 3 storey units beyond the central public open space to 

the left balance the similarly scaled terraces to the right. 
• Block D is 5 stories height with a set-back 5th floor; it is contemporary in style with recessed balconies, flat roofed, rises 3 floors 

above the adjacent 2 storey terraces on Daneswell Place, which in turn screen the view of the proposed development from 
Iona Park Rd. terraces.  

• The new blocks are faced with homogenous buff tone brickwork and the South facing 3 by 4 grid with uniform stanchions and 
separation width between apertures continue a recognisable design idiom that pervades throughout the proposal (e.g., see 
Viewpoint 11). The set-back top floor and deep recesses in the southern face of Block D break up the mass of the structure. The 
solid flank facing the square provides an uncluttered foil to the trees and vegetation of the open space. 

• The contemporary style/design quality is attractive in hue, texture, and proportion, the buff tone contrasting pleasingly with 
the darker existing terraces. The design acknowledges the existing urban grain enhances the key components of the view. 

• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture is a positive characteristic of the view. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 12a is Very High. 
• The Low sensitivity and Very High magnitude of change result in a Significance effect at Operation Stage. 

Very High Significant 
Positive 
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Table12 continued 

 Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

12b Daneswell Place, to the East Potential effects from existing residents of recently 
completed terraced houses adjacent to the site 

10m 400 to East 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is also from the central Southern boundary of the site on Daneswell Place, but towards the West.  
• The site hording is to the right (North) of the view. 
• The newly built terraced house frontage is visible to the left of the view; the contemporary style of mixed brick, white rendered 

screed, pitched slate roofing and large windows with dark grey frames is discernible; the mixed style of white and brick 
frontages of 19th century houses of Botanic Rd. can be seen in the distance. 

• The extensive landscape planting to the immediate frontage of the Daneswell Place housing contrasts with the basic planting 
across the road.  

• The site is enclosed by the new residential terrace; excavation spoil and a cement hopper can be seen within the site beyond 
the hording, reducing susceptibility to the view to change.  

• The site and new terraced housing are again dominant components within the view; the existing Botanic Rd properties are 
secondary.  

• The susceptibility of the wider area to change resulting from development of the site is buffered by the new properties (on 
Daneswell Place, behind and to the right of the viewpoint) and is therefore low and the value of the view is also low.  

• The susceptibility and value of the view from the new properties themselves are also low.  
• The impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Low. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The orthogonal form of Blocks B and C of the proposed development dominate the centre and right of the view, contrasting in 

height and massing with the smaller 3 storey terraces with pitched roofs to the left (to the North). 
• Blocks A, B and C are 5 stories height with set-back 6th floors; they are contemporary in style with recessed balconies, flat 

roofed, and rise 3 floors above the adjacent 2 storey terraces on Daneswell Place, which in turn screen the view of the 
proposed development from Iona Park Rd. terraces.  

• The red brick façade of Block A contrasts with the buff tone brickwork of Blocks B and C while the window grid with uniform 
stanchions and separation width between apertures continue a design idiom that pervades throughout the proposal (e.g., see 
Viewpoints 11 and 12). The set-back top floor and deep recesses in the southern face of Block B and C again break up the mass 
of the structure. The trees and vegetation within the landscape strip to the right of Daneswell Place soften the buildings.  

• The contemporary style/design quality is attractive in hue, texture, and proportion, the buff tone contrasting pleasingly 
throughout the scene. The design acknowledges the existing urban grain, enhancing all the key components of the view. 

• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture is a positive characteristic. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 12b is Very High. 
• The Low sensitivity and Very High magnitude of change result in a Significance effect at Operation Stage. 

Very High Significant 
Positive 
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Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

12c Daneswell Place, to the North Potential effects from existing residents of the recently 
completed terraced houses adjacent to the site 

10m 00 to north 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• An additional  viewpoint from the same location as 12a and 12b, this view is from the central Southern boundary of the site on 

Daneswell Place, towards the North.  
• Daneswell Place roadway and the site hoarding dominate the view to the North. 
• There is a direct view towards the Players Factory chimney; it is partially obscured by existing industrial plant within the Players 

factory premises, and by upper frontage/roof of the factory building.  
• The basic planting across the road, including a standard tree and grass that fronts the hoarding does little to enhance the view.  
• Excavation spoil can be seen within the site beyond the hoarding, reducing susceptibility to the view to change.  
• The susceptibility of the wider area to change resulting from development of the site is buffered by the recently completed 

terraced properties (on Daneswell Place, behind the viewpoint) and is therefore low, and the value of the view is also low.  
• The susceptibility and value of the view from the new properties themselves are also low.  
• The impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Low. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The orthogonal massing of Block C of the proposed development dominates the lefthand side of the view, contrasting in height 

and form with the smaller 3 storey terraces with pitched roofs, directly ahead (to the North) of Block E. 
• Block C is 5 stories height with a set-back 6th floor; it is contemporary in style with recessed balconies and flat roofed and rises 

above both the adjacent proposed Block E terraces and the existing 2 storey terraces on Daneswell Place.  
• Blocks C, D and E are set around the new Daneswell square, a significant public open space that pays respect in it is form and 

scale to traditional urban squares that are a particular feature of the area, such as that of De Courcey Square to the west and 
Prospect Square to the north west. The articulation of the space and separation of the buildings creates a series of vistas that 
focus attention on the Players chimney, acknowledging the important heritage of the preserved structure as well as that of the 
existing urban grain, enhancing all key components of the view. The horizontal forms of the new buildings contrast and 
complement the vertical form of the chimney. 

• The tone of the brick façade of Block C corresponds to the buff tone brickwork of Block E, as does the scale of the window grid. 
While the form of the circular vent structure adjacent to Block C (set within the new Daneswell Square and incorporated into ta 
children’s play area) reflects that of the prominently visible Players chimney, a  metallic bronze sheath used in its construction 
contrasts the brick, avoiding pastiche.  

• The set-back top floor and deep recesses in the southern face of Block B and C again break up the mass of the structure. The 
trees and vegetation within the landscape strip to the right of Daneswell Place soften the buildings.  

• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture is a positive characteristic. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 12c is Very High. 
• The Low sensitivity and Very High magnitude of change result in a Significance effect at Operation Stage. 

Very High Significant 
Positive 
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Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

12d Daneswell Place, to the East Potential effects from existing residents of the recently 
completed terraced houses adjacent to the site 

10m 2700 to west 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is also from the central Southern boundary of the site on Daneswell Place, but towards the West.  
• The site hording is to the right (North) of the view. 
• The newly built terraced house frontage is visible to the left of the view; the contemporary style of mixed brick, white rendered 

screed, pitched slate roofing and large windows with dark grey frames is discernible; the mixed style of white and brick 
frontages of 19th century houses of Botanic Rd. can be seen in the distance. 

• The extensive landscape planting to the immediate frontage of the Daneswell Place housing contrasts with the is basic planting 
across the road.  

• The site is enclosed by the new residential terrace; excavation spoil and a cement hopper can be seen within the site beyond 
the hording, reducing susceptibility to the view to change.  

• The site and new terraced housing are again dominant components within the view; the existing Botanic Rd properties are 
secondary.  

• The susceptibility of the wider area to change resulting from development of the site is buffered by the new properties is low 
while the value of the view is also low; the impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Low. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• Block D dominates the right of the view, which contrasts with the smaller existing terraces to the left of Daneswell Place. Blocks 

A and C are visible but mostly screened by site vegetation in the background. Block B is fully screened from view.  
• Block D is 5 stories height with a set-back 6th floor; as described above, it is contemporary in style with recessed balconies, flat 

roofed, and rises 3 floors above the adjacent 2 storey terraces on Daneswell Place.  
• The buff brick façade of Block D contrasts with the white render, red brickwork and slate roofs of the existing terraces. 
• The set-back top floor and deep recesses in the southern face of Block D, like the other blocks, break up the mass of the 

structure.  
• The trees and vegetation within the landscape strip to the right of Daneswell Place soften the buildings.  
• The contemporary style/design quality is attractive in hue, texture, and proportion, the buff tone contrasting pleasingly with 

red brick and slate grey render and roofing of adjacent properties.  
• The design reinforces the existing urban grain, enhancing all the key components of the view. 
• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture is a positive characteristic. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 12d is Very High. 
• The Low sensitivity and Very High magnitude of change result in a Significance effect at Operation Stage. 

Very High Significant 
Positive 
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Table 13: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 13 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

13 Iona Road, towards the North Residential Architectural Conservation Area; public 
footpath; residential road 

70m 200 to North 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the South, directly across Iona Road.  
• The site is located in the central distance beyond the corrugated roofed lock-ups, back lane and housing terrace to the right of 

the view. 
• Parked cars, a 2 storey 19th century residential terrace, concreted lane and branches of a mature Lime tree dominate the 

foreground; the rear of Daneswell Place terraces screen sight of the site. 
• The white rendered and red brick residential terraces contrast, as does the contemporary and traditional designs.  
• Iona Road falls within a residential ACA and is therefore of a high value feature.  
• At a distance of c.70m, the site location is screened from view and is a minor/negligible component. 
• The susceptibility of the viewpoint to change resulting from development of the site is buffered by the new properties and is 

therefore low while the value of the view is low; the impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Low. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The upper floors of Blocks A and B of the proposed development are visible from this viewpoint, but the bulk of the buildings 

are screened.  
• The stepped and recessed upper floors form interesting shapes and break up the mass of the new structures, as does the 

contrasting hues and tones.  
• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture of the proposed development is a positive characteristic of 

the view. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 13 is Medium.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Medium magnitude of change within he view result in a Moderate significance at Operation Stage. 

Medium 
 

Moderate  
Positive 
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Table 14: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 14 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

14 Finglas Road, opposite O’Brians Wine Off Licence towards 
the West 

Public Footpath Users/Major vehicular thoroughfare 
beyond the immediate site environment 

110m 700 to West 
Northwest 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The site is located out of sight in the central distance beyond the retail units on the East side of Finglas Rd.  
• The mix of the 19th Century red brick and slate roofed storey building 2 to the left and flat-roof relatively contemporary 

O’Brians off licence unit in the centre foreground demonstrate how much less mass the flat roof structure has when compared 
side by side to the traditional pitched slate roof buildings in the area.  

• There is Low susceptibility to change resulting from development of the site within the view; the impact on the viewpoint’s 
sensitivity is therefore Negligible. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• As indicated by the profile outlined in red in the Proposed Photomontage, there is potentially only a negligibly small part of the 

proposed development visible from this viewpoint; it is screened by existing buildings. Visibility of the proposed development 
would remain Negligible along the full length of Finglas Rd.  

• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 14 is Negligible.  
• The Low sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change result in an Imperceptible significance at Operation Stage. 

Negligible 
  

Not 
Significant 
Neutral 
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Table 15: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 15 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

15 Royal Canal / An Chanáil Ríoga towards the North National Waymarked Trail Users beyond the immediate 
site environment 

360m 200 to North 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The site is located out of sight in the central distance beyond the restaurant and hedge to the north side of Whitworth Rd., 

beyond the Royal Canal, a National Waymarked Trail.  
• The brightly painted building to the left and traditional red brick pitch roofed building in the central mid-distance demonstrate 

there is a mix of styles and colours of buildings in the area.  
• While the Royal Canal has a designated status (and therefore of high value, there is no susceptibility of the view resulting from 

changes to the site; the impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Medium. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• As indicated by the profile outlined in red in the Proposed Photomontage, the proposed development is screened by existing 

buildings, vegetation and landform. Visibility of the proposed development would remain Negligible along the full length of the 
Royal Canal.  

• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 15 is Negligible.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change within the view result in the proposed development being Not 

Significance at Operation Stage. 

Negligible 
  

Not 
Significant 
Neutral 
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Table 16: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 16 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

16 From Iona Villas, towards the South Residential Architectural Conservation Area; public 
footpath; residential road 

180m 2250 to South 
Southwest 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the Northeast, towards Iona Villas from a public open space / residential square.  
• The site is located out view in the central distance beyond the housing. 
• The grassed open space is rather featureless, although it contains are mature broad leaved trees that frame the view the view 

and is therefore of Medium value.  
• The site location is screened from view. 
• The viewpoint has no susceptibility to change resulting from development of the site; the impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity 

is therefore Low. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The proposed development is not visible from this viewpoint, as indicated by the profile outlined in red in the Proposed 

Photomontage; it is screened by existing buildings. Visibility of the proposed development would remain Negligible or Low 
forward of this viewpoint within Iona Villas. 

• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 05 is Negligible.  
• The Low sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change result in an Imperceptible significance at Operation Stage. 

Negligible 
  

Imperceptible 
Neutral 
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Table 17: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 17 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

17 Clifton Road, towards the South Residential neighbourhood; Public Footpath Users 190m 2000 to South 
Southwest 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

High 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The view is from the Northeast, towards Iona Villas from a public footpath on a residential road.  
• The site is located out view in the central distance beyond the housing; the Players chimney is prominent over the roof tops of 

the neighbouring Marguerite Rd. 
• The value of the viewpoint is high from Griffiths Park, where panoramic views over north Dublin are unmarred.  
• As the viewpoint is towards a development site in which the Players Chimney is a protected structure, susceptibility to change 

resulting from development of the site is high;  
• the impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore High. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The proposed development is not visible from this viewpoint, as indicated by the profile outlined in red in the Proposed 

Photomontage; it is screened by existing buildings. Visibility of the proposed development would remain Negligible or Low 
forward of this viewpoint within Clifton Rd. 

• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 17 is Negligible.  
• The Low sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change result in an Imperceptible significance at Operation Stage. 

Negligible 
 
 

Not 
Significant 
Neutral 
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Table 18: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 18 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

18 From Griffiths Park children’s playground near the Tolka 
River, towards the South 

Public Open Space /Park beyond the immediate site 
environment 

685m 2250 to South 
Southwest 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

Low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The site is located in the central distance.  
• The view is from the North, aligned on the Players factory chimney.  
• Visibility of the built environment (in general) is largely filtered out by the intervening branches and twigs of mature deciduous 

trees located within Griffiths Park and along the Tolka River. 
• The picnic bench, grass and trees of Griffith Park dominate the view. 
• At a distance of c.685m, from a vantage point raised level with the site, the location is highly constrained and a 

minor/negligible component in the view  
• While of a high leisure and heritage value, there is little susceptibility of the wider area to change resulting from development 

of the site, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Medium. 

  
 

Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The proposed development is visible and stands proud of the skyline beyond the tree screen, while not affecting visibility of the 

Players Factory chimney. Although details of the proposed development are lost within the wider setting, the horizontal mass 
and contemporary form of the proposed development are perceptible.  

• The new development is of a lighter hue than the adjacent terrain and buildings.  
• The form and mass are appropriate in association with the Players chimney, and are proportional to its scale, appearing to be 

part of the building complex of which such a chimney could be anticipated to be a part. The addition of the building enhances 
the key components of the view  

• Effects of character/aesthetic composition of form and architecture is a positive characteristic of the view. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 17 is Low.  
• The Low sensitivity and Low magnitude of change result in the view is Not Significance at Operation Stage. 

Negligible 
 

Not 
Significant 
Positive 
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Table 19: Potential visual effects assessment – Viewpoint 19 

Viewpoint No. VP Location Key potential receptor categories Distance to 
site 

Approx. View 
Direction 

19 From Griffiths Park near the Tolka River, towards the South Elevated location in Public Open Space /Park beyond 
the immediate site environment 

585m 2500 to South 
Southwest 

Sensitivity of 
Viewpoint 

Commentary Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance 
of Effects 

High 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing view description – key features: 
• The site is located out view in the central distance.  
• The view is from the North, centred on the Players chimney and near to a playground with play equipment.  
• Visibility of the built environment (in general) is largely filtered out by the intervening branches and twigs of mature deciduous 

trees located within Griffiths Park and along the Tolka River. 
• The Tolka River, together with the paths, grass and trees of Griffith Park dominate the view. 
• The site at a distance of c.585m and is above the level of the viewpoint.  
• While of a high leisure and heritage value, there is little susceptibility of the wider area to change resulting from development 

of the site, and impact on the viewpoint’s sensitivity is therefore Low. 

  
 

• Effects on Proposed View – key features (refer to Table A3): 
• The proposed development is imperceptible beyond the tree screen.  
• Effects on character/aesthetic are neutral. 
• The magnitude of physical change from the existing viewpoint No. 19 is Negligible.  
• The Medium sensitivity and Negligible magnitude of change result in an Imperceptible significance at Operation Stage. 

Negligible  
 

Imperceptible 
Neutral  
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6.0 MITIGATION AND RESIDUAL EFFECTS 

6.1 The ‘Do Nothing’ Impact 
If the proposed development were not permitted/ constructed, the parent permission would be completed 
as permitted. This would result in a development that would have a potentially greater urban/landscape 
effect (due to the alignment of the footprint of the structures), but, due to the height, a slightly less visual 
effect on the protected structures and their context than the Proposed Scheme. 

If neither development went ahead site would remain as a large, vacant brownfield land parcel. Its disturbed 
condition would continue to detract from the townscape character and visual amenity of its immediate 
environs, affecting Botanic Road, the Iona Road and de Courcey Square ACA’s in particular, and any approved 
development in adjacent locations.  

Leaving the Site in its current condition would be a significant obstruction to the realisation of vision of the 
Phibsborough-Mountjoy 2008 and draft 2015 LAP. 

The do nothing scenario would also contravene national planning policy and guidance, particularly the 
National Planning Framework and the Building Height Guidelines, which encourage compact growth. The 
National Planning Framework requires planning authorities to - to maximise the opportunities for 
sustainable, higher density development in urban areas – particularly on brownfield sites - where supporting 
infrastructure and services are available. 

6.2 Avoidance, Remedial & Mitigation Measures 

6.2.1 Construction Phase 

No mitigation measures are required other than standard best practice construction site management (e.g., 
erection and maintenance of site hoarding, orderly storage of materials and vehicles, etc.). 

6.2.2 Operational Phase 

This is an amendment of a permitted development. The proposal will have a similar impact to that of the 
permitted development albeit slightly larger. However, it will not be significantly more noticeable on the 
views from the wider area then the permitted development. In views near to the Proposed Development, 
there will be a change of effect, particularly on Botanic Road, although this will be positive.  

In terms of the impact on the protected structure and conservation area, the proposal is considered to be 
complimentary, particularly in complementing he Players factory frontage with a structure of similar length 
and set-back, with a harmonious selection of materials, and conscious decision to retain and protect the 
existing street trees.  

The Proposed Development also incorporates a publicly accessible plaza that is designed to provide an 
attractive setting for the protected structures, complementing the Players factory and Chimney and providing 
an opportunity for any future development of the adjacent site to be integrated with the Proposed 
Development in terms of its urban design. This will be an improvement when compared to the permitted 
development, which is the subject of this amendment application.  

The assessment has found that the proposed development is compliant with the relevant DCDP guidance for 
and the Phibsborough-Mountjoy 2008 and draft 2015 LAP. The townscape and visual effects on all receptors 
are predicted to be positive or neutral. Therefore, no mitigation measures other than those incorporated into 
the proposal are considered necessary. 

6.2.3 ‘Worst Case’ Scenario 

The only potential for negative townscape and visual impacts to arise is if the proposed development were 
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started but not completed, leaving partially constructed buildings and public realm alongside a key 
thoroughfare at a key gateway into the city centre, and across the road from an existing residential estate. 

6.3 Residual Impacts 

6.3.1 Construction Phase – Townscape 

No mitigation measures have been recommended for townscape impacts during the construction phase. 
Therefore, the residual townscape impacts during construction would be as set out in Section 5.1 (potential 
impacts). The effects would be of moderate significance and negative for the immediate environs (including 
Botanic Road, Iona Road, Iona Park Road, and de Courcey Square). The significance of the effects would 
reduce with increasing distance from the site. 

6.3.2 Construction Phase – Visual Amenities 

No mitigation measures have been recommended for visual impacts during the construction phase. The visual 
impacts during construction would range in significance from imperceptible to significant (and would vary 
over the course of the construction process) and would be temporary although mostly be negative. 

The significance and quality of the construction phase visual effects on each of the 19 no. representative 
viewpoints are classified in Table 20 below. 

6.3.3 Construction Phase - Cumulative Townscape and Visual Effects 

The townscape effects of construction of the proposed development are similar to, or imperceptibly less 
than, those that would have resulted from the full build-out of the Extant Permission. The proposed 
development would require construction equipment, stock-piled material, access and a time period that do 
not differ in the level of effect rom that which  

6.3.4 Operation Phase – Townscape 

No mitigation measures have been recommended for townscape impacts other than those already 
incorporated in the proposal. Therefore, the residual townscape effects during the operation phase would 
be the same as the potential impacts identified in Section 15.1 and similar to that of the permitted 
development. The effects would be of moderate significance and positive. 

The above conclusion can be drawn based on a) the proposal’s compliance with the relevant policy/ guidance 
(see section 2.2.4); b) the proposal’s responsiveness to the sensitivities and opportunities in the townscape 
context; and c) its overwhelmingly positive visual effects. 

6.3.5 Operation Phase – Visual Amenities 

No mitigation measures have been recommended for visual impacts during the operation phase. The residual 
visual effects during operation are therefore the same as the potential effects identified in Section 5.1. The 
effects for each of the 19 no. representative viewpoints are summarised in Table 20 below. In addition to the 
operation phase effects Table 20 also summarises the assessment of the construction phase effects for 
each viewpoint. 

6.3.6 Cumulative Effects – Townscape 

The cumulative townscape effects additional to the proposed development are not significantly greater 
than those that would have resulted from the full build-out of the Extant Permission. The Proposed 
Development would result in a similar footprint, access and layout, and is similarly buffered from the 
existing residential ACA. The increased mass and height of buildings on the Botanic Road result in an 
effect that is, relative to the Extant Permission, Not Significant, but is Positive due to its greater influence 
in terms of the Townscape Operational Effects identified in section 6.3.4. 
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6.3.7 Cumulative Effects – Visual 

The cumulative visual effects of the Proposed Scheme relative to the proposed development are 
summarised in Table 20 below. The cumulative assessment determines how much greater effects of the 
Proposed Development would have over and above those of the Extant Permission. This is an ‘academic’ 
element of assessment which highlights the relative difference of effect between what would have been in 
place had the Extant Permission been fully constructed and the effect of the Proposed development. A 
generally greater effect is assumed within each view (other than those in which the development would not 
be visible in either case). However, overall, as the table indicates, the difference in visual effects between 
those that would have resulted from the full build-out of the Extant Permission and the Proposed 
Development are small. The Proposed Development would result in a similar views, adding 
imperceptibly or slightly to the visibility of the Scheme in those views where the proposal is visible. 
Prosaically, the effects would not change where the Proposed Development is not visible. The increased 
mass and height of buildings on the Botanic Road result in a visual effects that are, relative to the Extant 
Permission, Not Significant, and either Neutral or Positive due to its greater influence in terms of the 
Visual Operational Effects identified in section 6.3.5. 

6.3.8 Residual visual effects assessment – summary 

For the methodology and the criteria and terms used in the assessments, refer to Appendix 1 (specifically 
Table A3 and Error! Reference source not found. and the accompanying text).  

Note on impact significance classifications: As stated in section 5.1.2 above, the matrix (Table A3) and the 
EPA’s chart (Error! Reference source not found.) guiding the classification of impact significance are a guide. 
The assessor also uses professional judgement informed by their expertise, experience and common sense 
to arrive at a classification of significance that is reasonable and justifiable. In the EPA guidelines the chart 
(Figure A1) above is accompanied by a footnote that states: “The depiction of significance classifications is 
indicative and should not be relied on as being definitive. It is provided for general guidance purposes” (EPA 
draft guidelines Section 3, page 53). 

Once the assessor has classified the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of change (using the 
definitions in Tables A1, A2, A5 and A6 as a guide), the matrix and chart (Table A3 and Figure A1) are used 
as a starting point for the impact significance classification – using their judgement to arrive at a classification 
that is reasonable and sensible.  

All of the impact classification in the table below have been carefully considered and are considered to be 
reasonable and justifiable by the author. 
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Table 20: Residual visual effects assessment – summary 

No 
 

Viewpoint Location Sensitivity Construction Phase Operation Phase Cumulative with Extant 
Permission 

Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance of 
Effects 

Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance of 
Effects 

Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance of 
Effects 

1  Corner of Prospect Road and Lindsay Road, Medium Medium  Moderate 
Negative 

Medium  Slight positive Negligible  Not significant 
positive 

2  Finglas Road, St. Vincent Primary School 
frontage 

Medium Low Slight Negative Negligible  Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible  Not Significant 
Neutral 

3  Northwest De Courcey Square, towards the 
East 

Medium Negligible Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible  Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible  Not Significant 
Neutral 

4  Southwest De Courcey Square Medium Low Slight Negative Low Slight Positive Low Slight Positive 

5  Prospect Square, towards the East Medium Low Slight Negative Negligible Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible Not Significant 
Positive 

6  Botanic Road, to South High High Very Significant 
Negative 

High Very Significant 
Positive 

Low Moderate to 
Slight Positive 

7  Corner of Iona Crescent and Iona Park Rd, to 
Southwest 

High Medium Significant 
Negative 

Low Slight Positive Low Slight Positive 

8  Iona Road, St Columba’s Church frontage, 
towards the West 

Medium Negligible Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible Not Significant 
Neutral 

9  Iona Road; towards the West Medium Negligible Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible Not Significant 
Positive 

Negligible Not Significant 
Positive 

10  Junction of Prospect Way and Botanic Road, 
towards the East 

Medium Very High Very Significant 
Negative 

Very High Very Significant 
Positive 

Low Slight Positive 

11  Botanic Road, East towards the main 
entrance to the site 

Low Very High Significant 
Negative 

Very High Significant 
Positive 

Low Slight Positive 

12a Daneswell Place, to the West Low Very High Significant 
Negative 

Very High Significant 
Positive 

Low Slight Positive 

12b Daneswell Place, to the East Low Very High Significant 
Negative 

Very High Very Significant 
Positive 

Low Slight Positive 
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No 
 

Viewpoint Location Sensitivity Construction Phase Operation Phase Cumulative with Extant 
Permission 

Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance of 
Effects 

Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance of 
Effects 

Magnitude of 
Change 

Significance of 
Effects 

12c Daneswell Place, to the West Low Very High Significant 
Negative 

Very High Significant 
Positive 

Low Slight Positive 

12d Daneswell Place, to the East Low Very High Significant 
Negative 

Very High Very Significant 
Positive 

Low Slight Positive 

13 Iona Road, towards the North Low Medium Moderate 
Negative 

Medium Moderate 
Positive 

Low Slight Positive 

14  Finglas Road, toward the West Low Low Not Significant 
Negative 

Negligible Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible Not Significant 
Positive 

15  From the Royal Canal / An Chanáil Ríoga 
towards the North 

Medium Low Not Significant 
Negative 

Negligible Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible Imperceptible 
Positive 

16 From Iona Villas, towards the South Low Low Not Significant 
Negative 

Negligible Imperceptible 
Neutral 

Negligible Imperceptible 
Positive 

17 From Clifton Road, towards the South Low Negligible Negligible 
Neutral 

Negligible Imperceptible 
Neutral 

Negligible Imperceptible 
Neutral 

18  From Griffiths Park near the Tolka River, 
towards the South 

High Low Not Significant 
Negative 

Negligible Not Significant 
Positive 

Negligible Not significant 
positive 

19  From Griffiths Park further North above the 
Tolka River, towards the South 

High Negligible Not Significant 
Negative 

Negligible Not Significant 
Neutral 

Negligible  Not Significant 
Positive 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Predicted Landscape Effects 
Taking the above factors (and principally the extant approved scheme which this application is amending) 
into account, the townscape sensitivity of the immediate site environs could be classified Low. The 
acknowledged unavoidable constraints that the site presents, which include its context within Iona Park and 
Iona Road Residential Conservation Area, the Prospect Square / De Courcy Square ACA, and the protected 
Players Factory frontage and chimney, are addressed by the current proposed amendment to the extant 
permission. In particular, the increase in mass and height is limited and mitigated by the reconsideration of 
the footprint, massing profiles, skyline and relationship of the height of structures to the adjacent built 
environment, which respond sensitively to the urban context. 

While the site’s redevelopment has potential to change the character and quality of the established (but 
conventional) heritage of urban structure and grain of the residential neighbourhood of Botanic Road, these 
changes are slight when considered in the context of the extant permission and its separation by a strong site 
boundary definition and the contemporary (recently constructed/under construction) terraced/semi-
detached houses fronting the existing housing and roadway. In recognition of this potential the townscape 
sensitivity is classified Medium (definition: ‘Areas where the townscape has certain valued elements, features 
or characteristics but where the character is mixed or not particularly strong, or has evidence of alteration, 
degradation or erosion of elements and characteristics. The townscape character is such that there is some 
capacity for change. These areas may be recognised in policy at local or county level and the principal 
management objective may be to consolidate townscape character or facilitate appropriate, necessary 
change’). However, as the magnitude of change is classified as Low (definition: ‘Change that is moderate or 
limited in scale, resulting in minor alteration to key elements, features or characteristics of the landscape, 
and/or introduction of elements that are not uncharacteristic in the context. Such development results in 
minor change to the character of the landscape’). The conflagration of these two assessment is Slight (see 
Table A3: Guide to Classification of Significance of Landscape/Townscape and Visual Effects). 

Regarding the quality of the changes to the environment, the proposed development is contained, structured 
and accessible public realm in which the Proposed Scheme is set introduces several benefits which the 
neighbourhood (and quite clearly, the site itself) is currently lacking. It is designed to add positively to the 
rich cultural tapestry of the neighbourhood without attempting to repeat its inefficient, low-density land use 
or to compromise on the advantages of contemporary urban and landscape planning, which places inclusivity 
and accessibility at the heart of the scheme. Other design principles upon which the public realm design 
proposals are based include safety, defensibility, legibility, permeability, sustainability, ease of maintenance, 
and the use of high quality materials and aesthetic composition. Having intentionally addressed and 
integrated these aspects into a cohesive layout, the proposals present the opportunity to provide an 
exemplary public realm that has potential to significantly benefit the local community. 

In regard to the effects of the proposed development that are cumulative with the extant permission, as  

7.2 Predicted Visual Effects 
The potential visual effects on 16 no. representative viewpoints (ref to photographs under separate cover) in 
the receiving environment were assessed. The viewpoints have been selected to address:  

1) views from the local environs and  

2) views from the wider environs.  

Through variations in typology and scale the buildings would contribute to diversity, identity and visual 
interest in the new urban landscape, enhancing legibility. The landscaping would provide screening, privacy 
where required, and visual amenity. Views from the wider environs would typically be subject to a medium 
magnitude of change when considered against the baseline extant planning approval.  
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7.3 Conclusion 
The urban context of the site is largely that of a well-preserved historic residential community. The proposed 
development will have an impact on the neighbouring protected portion of the Players Tobacco Factory’s 
structures to the North, and on the established residential streets of Iona Road and Iona Park (to the South 
and East), and the Prospect Square, De Courcey Square and Environs ACA (to the West). The impact proposed 
would be similar to that of the parent permission on these areas.  

On the other hand, there is a compelling policy-driven need within in Dublin City Council for more housing 
that is affordable, good quality and sustainable, and the higher density of the Proposed Scheme presents an 
acceptable solution accordingly. To implement this approach, however, requires notable change to the 
townscape that will necessitate the introduction of the new building typology within the locality, again as 
provided acceptably by the Proposed Scheme.  

In conclusion, it is anticipated that there would be no significant adverse effects on the landscape character 
sensitivities of the Proposed Scheme in the receiving environment. Any potentially significant residual effects 
have been addressed through an iterative design process, by consideration of the site’s urban and landscape 
characteristics, and by ‘embedded’ mitigation within the scheme. The proposed development would have no 
permanent unacceptable or significant residual adverse effect on visual amenity, for similar reasons, on the 
receiving environment.  
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Appendix 1: LVIA Methodology 

A1 Key Principles of the GLVIA 
The townscape and visual appraisal was carried out with reference to the Landscape Institute Guidelines for 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 2013 (GLVIA), the Institute’s Information Note Townscape 
Character Assessment 2017, and the EPA draft Guidelines on the Information to be Contained in 
Environmental Impact Assessment Reports 2017. The appraisal methodology including explanation of the 
criteria and terms used is provided in Appendix A. The appraisal was carried out by David Bolt BA(Hons) CMLI 
of Model Works Ltd. 

The European Landscape Convention defines landscape as “an area, as perceived by people, whose character 
is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors”. The word ‘townscape’ is used in 
urban/built-up areas. GLVIA requires that the effects on views and visual amenity be assessed separately 
from the effects on the townscape, although the topics are linked: 

• Townscape results from the interplay between the physical, natural and cultural components of 
our environment. Different combinations of these elements create variations in 
landscape/townscape character. Townscape impact assessment is concerned with the effects of 
a proposed development on the character and value of the townscape as an environmental, 
cultural and economic resource. The potential townscape impact of the proposed development 
is assessed in Chapter 5. 

• Visual impact assessment is concerned with changes that arise in the composition of available 
views, the response of people to those changes and the overall effects on the area’s visual 
amenity. The potential effects on 7 no. viewpoints in the receiving environment are assessed in 
Chapter 6, informed by verified photomontages (provided under separate cover). 

For practical purposes, for this report, the words ‘townscape ‘and ‘landscape’ are used interchangeably 
unless stated otherwise.  

Albeit devoid of structures with statutory designation protection, the subject site is in an area of high 
townscape and architectural sensitivity. The Proposed Scheme has potential to impact on important buildings 
and streetscapes, which includes the Player’s Factory to the North (a Protected Structure), Botanic Road (an 
important arterial route into the centre of Dublin), the Iona Park and Iona Road Residential Conservation 
Area (to the South and East of the site), and Prospect Square / De Courcy Square and Environs Architectural 
Conservation Area (to the West of the site). The sensitivity of this location is recognised.  

The townscape and visual contribution to the assessment not only assesses the context of surround built 
form, character and visual envelope, but comments on the quality and appropriateness of the layout, façade 
design materials of the Proposed Scheme. 

The site and surrounding lands are therefore presumed to have capacity for limited change - from their 
current brownfield condition to a regenerated urban environment – as prescribed in the DCCP. The LVIA 
therefore gives equal attention to the proposal’s compliance with the relevant DCCP policy as to its effects 
on the existing townscape and views. Townscape character and views are, therefore, assessed against an 
assumption that the development plan and its policies should be considered to be an element of the baseline. 

A2 Key Principles of the GLVIA 

A2.1 Use of the Term ‘Effect’ vs ‘Impact’ 

The GLVIA requires that the terms ‘impact’ and ‘effect’ be clearly distinguished and consistently used. 
‘Impact’ is defined as the action being taken, e.g., the introduction to the landscape of buildings, 
infrastructure or landscaping. ‘Effect’ is defined as the change resulting from those actions, e.g., change in 
landscape character or in the composition of views.  
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A2.2 Assessment of Both ‘Landscape’ and ‘Visual’ Effects 

The GLVIA prescribes that effects on views and visual amenity should be assessed separately from the effects 
on landscape/townscape, although the two topics are inherently linked. 

‘Landscape/townscape’ results from the interplay between the physical, natural and cultural components of 
our surroundings. Different combinations and spatial distribution of these elements create variations in 
landscape/townscape character. ‘Landscape/townscape character assessment’ is the method used in LVIA to 
describe landscape/townscape and by which to understand the effects of development on the 
landscape/townscape as a resource. 

Visual assessment is concerned with changes that arise in the composition of available views, the response 
of people to these changes and the overall effects on the area’s visual amenity. 

A3 Methodology for Landscape/Townscape Effects Assessment 
Assessment of potential landscape/townscape effects involves (a) classifying the sensitivity of the resource, 
and (b) identifying and classifying the magnitude of landscape/townscape change which would result from 
the development. These factors are combined to arrive at a classification of significance of the 
landscape/townscape effects. 

A3.1 Landscape/Townscape Sensitivity 

The sensitivity of the landscape/townscape is a function of its land use, landscape patterns and scale, visual 
enclosure and the distribution of visual receptors, and the value placed on the landscape/townscape. The 
nature and scale of the development in question is also considered, as are any trends of change, and relevant 
policy. Five categories are used to classify sensitivity. 

Table A1: Categories of Landscape/Townscape Sensitivity 

Sensitivity  Description 

Very High Areas where the landscape exhibits very strong, positive character with valued 
elements, features and characteristics that combine to give an experience of unity, 
richness and harmony. The landscape character is such that its capacity to 
accommodate change in the form of development is very low. These attributes are 
recognised in landscape policy or designations as being of national or international 
value and the principal management objective for the area is protection of the existing 
character from change. 

High Areas where the landscape exhibits strong, positive character with valued elements, 
features and characteristics The landscape character is such that it has limited/low 
capacity to accommodate change in the form of development. These attributes are 
recognised in landscape policy or designations as being of national, regional or county 
value and the principal management objective for the area is the conservation of 
existing character.  

Medium  Areas where the landscape has certain valued elements, features or characteristics but 
where the character is mixed or not particularly strong, or has evidence of alteration, 
degradation or erosion of elements and characteristics. The landscape character is such 
that there is some capacity for change. These areas may be recognised in landscape 
policy at local or county level and the principal management objective may be to 
consolidate landscape character or facilitate appropriate, necessary change.  

Low  Areas where the landscape has few valued elements, features or characteristics and the 
character is weak. The character is such that it has capacity for change; where 
development would make no significant change or could make a positive change. Such 
landscapes are generally unrecognised in policy and the principal management 
objective may be to facilitate change through development, repair, restoration or 
enhancement.  
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Negligible  Areas where the landscape exhibits negative character, with no valued elements, 
features or characteristics. The landscape character is such that its capacity to 
accommodate change is high; where development would make no significant change or 
would make a positive change. Such landscapes include derelict industrial lands or 
extraction sites, as well as sites or areas that are designated for a particular type of 
development. The principal management objective for the area is to facilitate change in 
the landscape through development, repair or restoration.  

 

A3.2 Magnitude of Landscape/Townscape Change 

Magnitude of change is a factor of the scale, extent and degree of change imposed on the 
landscape/townscape with reference to its key elements, features and characteristics (also known as 
‘landscape receptors’). Five categories are used to classify magnitude of change. 

Table A2: Categories of Landscape Change  

Magnitude of 
Change 

Description 

Very High  Change that is large in extent, resulting in the loss of or major alteration to key 
elements, features or characteristics of the landscape and/or introduction of large 
elements considered totally uncharacteristic in the context. Such development results in 
fundamental change in the character of the landscape.  

High  Change that is moderate to large in extent, resulting in major alteration to key 
elements, features or characteristics of the landscape and/or introduction of large 
elements considered uncharacteristic in the context. Such development results in 
change to the character of the landscape.  

Medium  Change that is moderate in extent, resulting in partial loss or alteration to key 
elements, features or characteristics of the landscape, and/or introduction of elements 
that may be prominent but not necessarily substantially uncharacteristic in the context. 
Such development results in change to the character of the landscape.  

Low  Change that is moderate or limited in scale, resulting in minor alteration to key 
elements, features or characteristics of the landscape, and/or introduction of elements 
that are not uncharacteristic in the context. Such development results in minor change 
to the character of the landscape.  

Negligible  Change that is limited in scale, resulting in no alteration to key elements features or 
characteristics of the landscape, and/or introduction of elements that are characteristic 
of the context. Such development results in no change to the landscape character.  

A3.3 Significance of Effects 

To classify the significance of effects the magnitude of change is measured against the sensitivity of the 
landscape/townscape using the guide in Table 3 overleaf. The matrix (Table 3) is only a guide. The assessor 
also uses professional judgement informed by their expertise, experience and common sense to arrive at a 
classification of significance that is reasonable and justifiable. 

There are seven classifications of significance, namely:  

1. imperceptible;  
2. not significant;  
3. slight;  
4. moderate;  
5. significant;  
6. very significant; and  
7. profound. 
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Table A3: Guide to Classification of Significance of Landscape/Townscape and Visual Effects 

 Sensitivity of the Landscape Resource/View 

 Very High High Medium Low Negligible 
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Figure A1: ‘Chart showing typical classifications of the significance of impacts’ (Source: Figure 3.5 of the EPA’s Draft 
Guidelines on the Information to be Contained in Environmental Impact Assessment Reports, 2017) 

The EPA draft Guidelines on the Information to be Contained in Environmental Impact Assessment Reports, 
2017 describes the significance classifications as follows: 
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Table A4: Guide to Classification of Significance of Landscape/Townscape and Visual Effects 

Significance 
Classification 

Description 

Imperceptible  An effect capable of measurement but without significant consequences. 

Not significant An effect which causes noticeable changes in the character of the 
environment but without significant consequences. 

Slight An effect which causes noticeable changes in the character of the 
environment without affecting its sensitivities. 

Moderate  An effect that alters the character of the environment in a manner that is 
consistent with existing and emerging baseline trends. 

Significant  An effect which, by its character, magnitude, duration or intensity alters a 
sensitive aspect of the environment.  

Very Significant An effect which, by its character, magnitude, duration or intensity 
significantly alters most of a sensitive aspect of the environment. 

Profound An effect which obliterates sensitive characteristics. 

A4 Methodology for Visual Effects Assessment  
Assessment of visual effects involves identifying a number of key/representative viewpoints in the site’s 
receiving environment, and for each one of these: (a) classifying the viewpoint sensitivity, and (b) classifying 
the magnitude of change which would result in the view. These factors are combined to arrive at a 
classification of significance of the effects on each viewpoint. 

A4.1 Sensitivity of the Viewpoint/Visual Receptor 

Viewpoint sensitivity is a function of two main considerations: 

Susceptibility of the visual receptor to change. This depends on the occupation or activity of the people 
experiencing the view, and the extent to which their attention is focussed on the views or visual amenity they 
experience at that location. 

Visual receptors most susceptible to change include residents at home, people engaged in outdoor recreation 
focused on the landscape (e.g., trail users), and visitors to heritage or other attractions and places of 
community congregation where the setting contributes to the experience. Visual receptors less sensitive to 
change include travellers on road, rail and other transport routes (unless on recognised scenic routes), people 
engaged in outdoor recreation or sports where the surrounding landscape does not influence the experience, 
and people in their place of work or shopping where the setting does not influence their experience.  

Value attached to the view. This depends to a large extent on the subjective opinion of the visual receptor 
but also on factors such as policy and designations (e.g., scenic routes, protected views), or the view or setting 
being associated with a heritage asset, visitor attraction or having some other cultural status (e.g., by 
appearing in arts). 

Five categories are used to classify a viewpoint’s sensitivity as set out in Table A5. 

Table A5: Categories of Viewpoint Sensitivity  

Sensitivity  Description 

Very High Iconic viewpoints (views towards or from a landscape feature or area) that are 
recognised in policy or otherwise designated as being of national value. The 
composition, character and quality of the view are such that its capacity for change 
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in the form of development is very low. The principal management objective for the 
view is its protection from change. 

High Viewpoints that are recognised in policy or otherwise designated as being of value, 
or viewpoints that are highly valued by people that experience them regularly (such 
as views from houses or outdoor recreation features focused on the landscape). 
The composition, character and quality of the view may be such that its capacity 
for accommodating change in the form of development may or may not be low. 
The principal management objective for the view is its protection from change that 
reduces visual amenity. 

Medium Views that may not have features or characteristics that are of value, but have no 
major detracting elements, and which thus provide some visual amenity. These 
views may have capacity for appropriate change and the principal management 
objective is to facilitate change to the composition that does not detract from 
visual amenity, or which enhances it. 

Low Views that have no valued feature or characteristic, and where the composition 
and character are such that there is capacity for change. This category also 
includes views experienced by people involved in activities with no particular focus 
on the landscape. For such views, the principal management objective is to 
facilitate change that does not detract from visual amenity or enhances it. 

Negligible Views that have no valued feature or characteristic, or in which the composition 
may be unsightly (e.g., in derelict landscapes). For such views, the principal 
management objective is to facilitate change that repair, restores or enhances 
visual amenity. 

 

A4.2 Magnitude of Change to the View 

Classification of the magnitude of change considers the size or scale of the intrusion of development into the 
view (relative to the other elements and features in the composition, i.e., its relative visual dominance), the 
degree to which it contrasts or integrates with the other elements and the general character of the view, and 
the way in which the change will be experienced (e.g., in full view, partial or peripheral view, or in glimpses). 
It also considers the geographical extent of the change, as well as the duration and reversibility of the visual 
effects. 

Five categories are used to classify magnitude of change to a view, as set out in Table A6 below: 
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Table A6: Categories of Visual Change  

Magnitude of 
Change 

Description  

Very High Full or extensive intrusion of the development in the view, or partial intrusion 
that obstructs valued features or characteristics, or introduction of elements 
that are completely out of character in the context, to the extent that the 
development becomes dominant in the composition and defines the character 
of the view and the visual amenity. 

High Extensive intrusion of the development in the view, or partial intrusion that 
obstructs valued features, or introduction of elements that may be considered 
uncharacteristic in the context, to the extent that the development becomes co-
dominant with other elements in the composition and affects the character of 
the view and the visual amenity. 

Medium Partial intrusion of the development in the view, or introduction of elements 
that may be prominent but not necessarily uncharacteristic in the context, 
resulting in change to the composition but not necessarily the character of the 
view or the visual amenity. 

Low Minor intrusion of the development into the view, or introduction of elements 
that are not uncharacteristic in the context, resulting in minor alteration to the 
composition and character of the view but no change to visual amenity. 

Negligible Barely discernible intrusion of the development into the view, or introduction of 
elements that are characteristic in the context, resulting in slight change to the 
composition of the view and no change in visual amenity. 

 

A4.3 Significance of Visual Effects 

As for landscape effects, to classify the significance of visual effects, the magnitude of change to the view is 
measured against the sensitivity of the viewpoint, using the guide in Table 3 above. 

A5 Quality and Duration of Effects 
In addition to predicting the significance of the effects on the landscape and views, EIA methodology requires 
that the quality of the effects be classified as positive/beneficial, neutral, or negative/adverse. 

For landscape effects to a degree, but particularly for visual effects, this is an inherently subjective exercise. 
This is because landscape and views are perceived and therefore subject to variations in the attitude and 
values of the receptor. One person’s attitude to a development may differ from another person’s, and thus 
their response to the effects of a development on a landscape or view may vary. 

Additionally, in certain situations there might be policy encouraging a particular development in an area, in 
which case the policy is effectively prescribing landscape change. If a development achieves the objective of 
the policy the resulting effect might be considered positive, even if the landscape character is profoundly 
changed. The classification of quality of landscape and visual effects should seek to take these variables into 
account and provide a reasonable and robust assessment. 

EIA methodology also requires that effects be categorised according to their duration. The EPA Guidelines provide 
the following classifications of duration: 

• Momentary – Effects lasting from seconds to minutes  
• Brief – Effects lasting less than a day  
• Temporary – Effects lasting less than a year  
• Short-term – Effects lasting one to seven years  
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• Medium-term – Effects lasting seven to fifteen years  
• Long-term – Effects lasting fifteen to sixty years  
• Permanent – Effects lasting over sixty years  

 

It may also be relevant to consider the following: 

• Reversibility – Whether the effects can be readily undone, for example through restoration  
• Frequency of effects – how often will the effect occur (once, occasionally, frequently, constantly, or 

hourly, weekly, monthly. 
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